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Abstract
In this work, an electrochemical method of fabricating and modifying nanogap electrodes
on a silicon chip was developed. Electrochemical deposition was used to narrow a nanogap
template and the electrodeposition process was optimized that the electrodeposited nanogap
electrodes have needle-like surface morphology, which makes them suitable for assembling
single Metal/Molecule/Metal molecular junctions. In addition, a setup combining me-
chanical controlled break junction (MCBJ) and electrochemical deposition was introduced,
which combined the advantages of both techniques. By this setup, atomic scale junctions
not only can be formed and broken repeatedly as those in MCBJ, but also can be regen-
erated easily by electrochemical deposition. A new type of molecular junctions based on
electrostatic interactions was assembled. This type of molecular junctions can be used to
investigate the charge transport properties across intermolecular electrostatic interfaces.
The nanogap electrode arrays comprising twenty-nine pairs of facing nanoelectrodes were
fabricated on a silicon chip by electron beam lithography. The nanogap electrodes had a
width of 100 nm and the size of the nanogap formed by the facing nanogap electrodes was
defined as 150 nm. These nanogap arrays cannot directly be used for assembling molecular
junctions, but can be used as templates for following electrochemical modification.
The electrochemical modification of the nanogap electrodes were performed in chloroauric
acid solution and the morphology of the deposited gold clusters was investigated under
various voltages. It was found that at low over-potentials (0.1 V), the deposited electrodes
were observed to have needle-like surfaces and the radius of curvature of the nano-needle
was as small as 2 nm [1]. The nanogaps formed by such nano-needles can reduce the
possibility of integrating multiple molecules when assembling molecular junctions, and
thus they are suitable to study transport properties through single molecules.
The electrodeposited nanogaps have fixed gap sizes, that is not convenient for adjusting
the nanogap size in situ. For this reason, the MCBJ techniques were introduced and
combined with the electrochemical modification techniques. This setup features with low
electrochemical leakage current(as low as 20 pA) at the electrolyte/substrate interfaces and
makes it suitable to measure molecules of low conductivity in solutions.
A new type of molecular junctions based on electrostatic interaction was assembled in
solution on such electrochemical break junction set-up. The electrostatic interfaces play
important roles in the biological macromolecule interactions and in the bio-sensor appli-
cations. The conductance through single molecular electrostatic interfaces is 3.4 x 10−5 G0,
which is one order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding single covalent interface
(3 x 10−4 G0), indicating that the electrostatic coupling is strong enough to form an electron
transport pathway, but the electron transfer rate across the electrostatic interface is lower
than the electron transfer rate across the covalent bond [2].
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1. Introduction
With the development of semiconductor industry, the size of electronic components scales
down to nanometer dimensions. Molecules, the size of which ranges from several nanome-
ters to tens of nanometers, become potential candidates to substitute or extend the func-
tions of silicon-based electronic components. To use molecules as electronic components,
the knowledge of charge transport across molecules is required. The studies of charge
transport across molecules have created new research fields: molecular electronics and
bioelectronics. Some organic molecules were investigated to function as rectifiers [3], mem-
ories, amplifiers [4] and single electron transistors [5]. Some biomolecules were operated
as rectifiers [6], logical gates [7] and biosensors owing to their highly-specific recognition
capabilities which are not accessible by silicon-based components [8].
Molecular electronics is a highly interdisciplinary field and many challenges need to be
addressed. The difficulty to employ molecules as functional components includes design and
synthesis of molecules with desired functional motifs, modification of biological molecules
with tailored functions, miniaturization of electrodes and integration of the molecules into
electric circuits. The properties of molecules can be investigated at macroscopic level by
electrochemical or spectroscopic methods; however it is generally difficult to study the
molecular properties at single molecule level [9]. To measure molecules or other functional
components individually, a source and a drain electrode separated by a nanoscale gap are
required to contact molecules and form Metal/Molecules/Metal junctions. Most of the
simple organic molecules have the dimensions of several nanometers; correspondingly, the
contact electrodes are required to have similar sizes as single molecules. The nanoelectrodes
can be fabricated by electron beam lithography. However, the finest structures fabricated
by state of art electron beam lithography are difficult to reach sub 5 nm; as a result, the
sizes of the electrodes fabricated by lithography are usually much larger than the sizes of
single molecules. One problem of the nanoelectrodes used for contacting molecules is that
large numbers of molecules are assumed to reside between the contact electrodes. When
applying a bias voltage on the Metal/Molecules/Metal junctions, the measured current is
actually a sum of current through a uncontrolled parallel and/or series circuits of all the in-
volved molecules. Besides, if multiple molecules are packed between the contact electrodes,
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the intermolecular transport are also involved in the transport process across the molecular
junctions. It would be difficult to exclude this intermolecular transport effect and to reveal
the fundamental mechanism of charge transport through single molecules. To this end, it
is necessary to fabricate small nanoelectrodes with similar sizes as single molecules. The
resolution of e-beam lithography can reach down to 5 nm. However, it is not enough to
fabricate nanoelectrodes suitable for contacting single molecules by only e-beam lithogra-
phy. One reason is that the surface morphology of the nanoelectrodes influences the actual
contact area between the electrode and the molecules. Modifying and controlling the mor-
phology of the electrodes become crucial to obtain appropriate electrode/molecule contact
configurations. The atomic configurations at the molecule/electrode interfaces also play an
important role in the charge transport process, which has already been verified theoreti-
cally [10] and experimentally [11]. Controlling the electrode morphology allows to control
the Metal/Molecules/Metal interfaces and allows one to investigate electric properties of a
single molecule at a specific configuration status.
The first part of this thesis deals with the modifications of nanogap electrodes by elec-
trochemical methods. A electrochemical routine was developed to fabricate nanoelectrodes
with controlled needle-like electrode morphology and such nanoelectrodes were employed
to contact single molecules. Electrochemical deposition is an appropriate technique for
the modifications of surface morphology, since the structure and morphology of electrode-
posited materials are determined by electrochemical parameters like overpotential, chemi-
cal composition, and concentration of the electrolytes [12]. For instance, the overpotential,
which is the potential deviation from the reaction equilibrium potential, determines the
transition of the growth mode between isotropic growth and anisotropic growth [13] and
results in different surface morphology.
The second part describes a home-made electrochemical mechanical break junction
setup. Nanogaps have been implemented by various techniques [14]. Some groups have
fabricated nanogaps with fixed gap sizes, using techniques like shadow evaporation [15] and
electromigration [16]. Some groups have fabricated nanogaps with tunable gap sizes, such as
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) based break junctions [17,18], mechanical controlled
break junction [19] and electrodeposition/dissolution technique [20,21]. Tunable nanogaps
are more versatile than the fixed nanogaps for investigating the molecule properties, since
one can adjust the nanogap to the size of the species or the objects of interest. The
capability of adjusting the nanogap size repeatedly also increases the yields of assembling
Metal/Molecules/Metal junctions and allows one to investigate the influence of the gap
size on the electric response of molecular junctions.
STM based break junctions and mechanical controlled break junction are among the
most widely used methods of generating nanogaps. The basic principle of a mechanical
7break junction setup is to break a narrow connection between two electrodes which are
fixed on a substrate [22, 23]. The electrodes are usually fabricated by optical or electron
beam lithography. By applying a mechanical force on the substrate, the substrate bends
and the bridge elongates. The thinnest portion of the narrow connection breaks apart,
and a nanogap is formed between the two facing electrodes. For the measurements of
biomolecules, measurements in aqueous condition are necessary to maintain structural in-
tegrity and functionality. Aqueous conditions are also required for the investigation of redox
molecules, where an electrochemical gating electrode is used to modulate the electron trans-
port process by controlling their electrochemical potentials. Although various routines of
fabricating nanogaps were proposed, not many methods are available for fabricating tunable
nanogaps in aqueous conditions. The STM based mechanical break junction with addi-
tional electrochemical control has the ability to measure molecules in liquid. Many redox
molecules and biomolecules were investigated successfully by STM based methods [6, 24].
Another approach to measure molecules in liquid is to integrate an electrochemical cell
to mechanical break junction setup, forming an electrochemical mechanical break junc-
tion [25–28]. However, to add an electrochemical cell to the conventional mechanical break
junction setup is not straightforward. The bending of the substrate (several millimeters of
displacement) would induce many irregular holes and cracks in insulating layer (especially
for commonly used stiff dielectric materials like SiOx/SiNx). These cracks would create
large and unpredictable parasitic leakage currents at the liquid/electrode interface when the
electrolyte penetrates through the insulating layer. This parasitic electrochemical leakage
current would then interfere with the tunneling current across the Metal/Molecules/Metal
junctions. The detailed characterization and optimization of the setup from the electro-
chemical aspects are still absent and the influence of the electrochemical leakage currents
at the substrate/liquid interface during the opening/closing process is still unclear. In this
work, several modifications were made to optimize a mechanical controllable break junction
setup for the use in liquid. The leakage currents at the substrate/liquid interfaces were
also characterized by electrochemical methods.
The third part summarizes the investigation of intermolecular charge transport across
electrostatic interfaces. Once the appropriate mechanical break junction setup with an
electrochemical cell is successfully tested, the charge transport across single molecules can
be measured on such setup. In this work, we focus on the intermolecular charge transport
since the intermolecular charge transport is widely involved in the biological process and
is of fundamental importance to understand the energy metabolisms in biological systems.
Electron transfer reactions between proteins are widely involved in many biological pro-
cesses ranging from photosynthesis to aerobic respiration [29,30]. The intermolecular elec-
tron transfer between proteins depends on the proper alignment of their binding sites. The
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formation of protein complex often involves an encounter complex, which is mainly dom-
inated by electrostatic interactions [31]. For example, the biomolecular electron shuttle
cytochrome c is guided via a positively charged lysine rich domain to its native binding
partners (exposing negatively charged patches) cytochrome bc1 and cytochrome c oxidase
of the respiratory chain to facilitate a facile charge transfer across the formed electrostatic
interface. Electrostatic binding motifs are also employed for the assembling of nanoparticles
and nanotube based nanohybrids or their immobilization on various substrates, creating
functional surface for sensor or electronic applications [32]. In such systems, electron trans-
port across electrostatically bridged molecules is of critical importance for the performance
of the final devices. In recent years, the size of engineered devices has approached the
dimensions of few or even single molecules and the charge transport within these sys-
tems can be investigated. For instance, mechanical break junctions are well established
tools, where individual molecules can be incorporated between two nanoelectrodes, form-
ing Metal/Molecules/Metal junctions [9,33]. Such molecular junctions can be reproducibly
formed or broken by mechanical control and the conductance of single molecular junc-
tion can be retrieved [11]. The conductance of the molecular junctions depends on the
intrinsic electrical properties of the molecules and their molecule/metal interface. Model
molecules like single ring aromatic compounds or alkanes with terminal dithiol [34], di-
amines [35], diisothiocyanate [36], and dicarboxylic-acid groups [37] were systematically
studied by several research groups and the contribution of metal/molecule bonds to the
electron transport pathway was discussed. More complex single molecules like fullerene [38],
aniline oligomer [39], transition metal complexes [40] and DNA molecules [28] have also
been investigated and the observed electron transport was related to sizes of the molecules,
electrode coupling, their electronic structures and environments. If intermolecular electron
transport is investigated, also the interfaces between the involved molecules need to be
considered. Wu et al. investigated electron transport through an aromatic interface by
comparing the electron transport of a single molecule with two coupled aromatic molecules
bridging a nanoelectrode junction [41]. Electron transport properties across nucleoside
interconnected by hydrogen bonds were studied by Chang et al. and a relation between
nucleoside sequences and electrical properties was revealed [42].
The third objective of this thesis is to investigate the intermolecular electron trans-
port across a molecular junction containing two electrostatic interfaces. Since the protein
molecules are too complex for current studies, single model organic molecules are used in
this work. By careful designing the experiments, molecular junctions based on intermolecu-
lar electrostatic coupling were assembled and the charge transport through the electrostatic
interfaces was investigated.
2. Fundamentals
Because of the interdisciplinary nature of this thesis the fundamentals have to cover a broad
range of topics and can only give a brief overview of the required basics. In the first part,
the electron transport theories in nanometer scale structures are described. The second
part deals with the basics of electrochemistry.
2.1. Electron transport in nanometer scale
When the size of a solid in at least one dimension is less than 100 nanometers (1 nm = 10−9 m),
the properties of the solid become different from the properties of the solid in bulk size.
The electron transport property is one of those properties, which is greatly altered if the
size of the conductor goes into nanoscale [43]. A fundamental difference between nanoscale
objects and bulk materials is that quantum mechanics becomes the dominant mechanisms
and determines many unique properties observed in the nanoscale objects. One novel
phenomenon is that ballistic transport substitutes the electron scattering mechanism in
nanoscale conductors. Owing to ballistic transport, the conductance of metal nanowire
does not obey Ohm’s law any more if the width of the metal wire decreases to a few
nanometers and the conductance is quantized in such nanoscale systems [44]. Another
phenomenon observed in the nanoscale world is electron tunneling. Electron tunneling
is widely observed that the electrons are not totally blocked by a potential barrier but
tunnel through the potential barrier [45]. The tunneling current between a nanoscale gap
formed by two facing conducting electrodes can be measured by state of art measuring
instruments. This tunneling current is the basis of electron tunneling microscopy which is
one of the most important inventions in the 20th century. One motivation to study the
transport properties in nanoscale comes from the developing semiconductor industry. With
continuing downscale of silicon based electronic components, understanding the electron
transport behavior in the nanoscale material is of increasing importance than ever since
new organic/inorganic materials are brought into the public for fabricating transistors with
better performance or lower cost [46]. The electron transport properties are vital to uti-
lize new functional materials as substitutes to the silicon-based electric components or to
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employ new functions to the current devices.
In the first section, the general theory of electron transport properties at the nanoscale
is described. Firstly, the free electron gas model and Landauer theory [47] is introduced
and then these theories are employed to describe quantized conductance. Secondly, the
general quantum mechanical description of electron tunneling through a potential barrier is
discussed, which is the basis to understanding the tunneling of electrons through nanoscale
gaps and molecular junctions. Finally, a description of electron transport characteristics
through nanoscale objects including single molecules will be given.
2.1.1. Atomic scale junctions and conductance quantization
When an electric field is applied on a bulk metal, the electrons move under the force
F = −eE. If the size of a conductor is much larger than the mean free path of the
electrons, the moving electrons collide with the impurities, lattice imperfections, or the
phonons. These collisions are summarized as the electron scattering process [48]. The
electric current density is given by Ohm’s law:
j =
ne2τE
m
(2.1)
where j is the current density, n is the number of electrons, τ is the collision time, E is the
strength of electric field and m is are the electron mass.
The electrical conductivity is defined by σ = j/E , thus
σ =
ne2τ
m
(2.2)
For a cylinder conductor, the conductance G is:
G =
l
s
σ (2.3)
where σ is the conductivity of the material, l is the conductor length, s is the area of the
cross section of the conductor.
The Ohm’s law fails when the size of the conductor decreases to nanoscale. For instance,
in one-dimensional nanowires, each scatterer contributes almost equally to the wire resis-
tance, and the resistance is proportional to the cross section [49]. For an atomic-sized Pt
and Nb conductor, the conductance was observed with reproducible jumps in the order of
2e2/h when changing the constriction radius of the atomic-sized conductor [50].
The investigation of atomic-sized conductors was carried out shortly after the STM was
invented in 1986. Gimzewski and Mo¨ller were the first to employ an STM to study the
conductance in atomic-sized conductors and they found a transition between contact and
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vacuum tunneling at a resistance of about 20 kΩ [51]. The first experimental observation
of quantized conductance was realized on a quasi one dimensional channel of 2D electron
gas formed in GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures [44, 52]. The study of atomic-sized conduc-
tors surged in the beginning of nineties that was mostly attributed to the seminal works
of Muller, van Ruitenbeek and de Jongh, who introduced a mechanical controllable break
junction (MCBJ) that can create atomic-sized connections reproducibly [50, 53, 54]. After
that, the quantized conductance were observed by different groups using various meth-
ods [55–57].
Scanning tunneling microscope and mechanical break junction experiment are two of the
tools that can measure quantized conductance. Both methods have the capability to create
atomic point contact configurations. The STM creates an atomic point contact by crashing
the gold tip into a metal surface and retracting the gold tip. The MCBJ setup creates
atomic point contact by breaking a thin metal nanowire fixed on a flexible material. By
applying a mechanical force on the substrate, the substrate bents and the bridge elongates.
The thinnest portion of the bridge breaks apart, and a nanogap between the two facing
electrodes is formed. By analyzing the histograms of the conductance traces recorded
during the process of breaking and closing the point contact, quantized conductance can
be revealed in the conductance histograms.
Figure 2.1.: Schematic of atomic point contacts formed by STM (a) and mechanical controlled
break junction (b). The quantized conductance decreases when the size of the
constriction gets smaller and the allowed number of channels decreases (c).
The theoretical descriptions of the quantized conductance in atomic-sized conductors
were not clear at first. Some people believe this phenomenon should be interpreted in
the quantum framework [58], but others think it is mainly due to the atomic rearrange-
ments [59]. Many more results were published with a wide variety of metals under various
conditions and the basic conductance quantum was found different in different materi-
als. This fact can not be interpreted in terms of free electron gas inside a constrained
space. A breakthrough in understanding the quantized conductance was made when the
I-V curves were obtained on aluminum single-atom contacts [60]. It was found that for
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aluminum single-atom contacts, three channels were involved in the transport, with trans-
mission probabilities for each channel less than 1. This result agrees with the first principles
calculation, where the conductance is discussed in terms of ‘resonances’ in local density
states [61], which means that the quantized conductance is better interpreted by the chem-
ical structure of atoms than by simple free electron plane wave model.
However, the simple free electron model is still valid to interpret the quantized conduc-
tance if the we restrict ourselves to monovalent metals such as gold and sodium. Since
gold is the only material we used in this work, we will introduce the simple free electron
gas model to interpret the quantized conductance.
Free electron gas model
The electrons in metals can be seen as a free electron gas, which is usually referred to as
free electron model [62, 63]. In this model, the valence electrons of the constituent atoms
become conduction electrons and they can move freely through the volume of the metal.
Figure 2.2.: The free electron gas model: conduction electrons (black dots) move around in the
metal conductor and scatter at impurities, lattice imperfection and the phonons.
The Schro¨dinger equation of free electron gas is:
HΨn = εΨn (2.4)
where Ψ is the wave function, H is the Hamiltonian operator, ε is the energy of eigenstates.
In the free electron gas model, the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation is a set of plane
waves with discrete energy levels. The wave functions of the electrons Ψn(x) are in the
form of
Ψn(x) = A sin
(
2pi
λ
x
)
(2.5)
Where λ is the wavelength of the energy state n.
By solving the Schro¨dinger equation, the energy of the electrons can be obtained:
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ε =
h¯2k2
2m
(2.6)
where ε is the electron energy and k is the wave number.
Free electrons in a quantum well
If the size of the conductor decreases to nanoscale, the movement of the electrons are
confined between the boundaries. The effect of the boundaries of the object can be seen as
a potential step. The height of this potential step is the energy difference between the Fermi
level of the metal and the energy level in vacuum (The Fermi energy EF is defined as the
energy of topmost filled level in the ground states of the N electron system). This energy
difference is referred to as the work function and can be determined by the photoelectric
effect [64]. The confined system is mathematically described as electrons in a potential well
and analyzed by the Schro¨dinger equation. The solution of the Schro¨dinger equation of a
quantum well is also a set of plane waves with discrete energy levels as shown in Fig. 2.3.
Figure 2.3.: Energy states of electrons confined in a potential well of width L. The larger the
size of the constriction is, the more energy states can be allowed
These plane waves are referred to as modes or channels since electrons in a potential
well must stay at one of those channels. One mode corresponds to one plane wave with
specific wave number, thus the modes can be noted by this wave number. The number of
quantum modes allowed in the quantum well is decided by the size and geometry of the
constriction. If the size of the restriction is increased, more modes with increasing energy
can be accommodated in the constriction. In the case of nanowires, the sizes are in the
nanoscale in x and y dimensions but in the micrometer scale or larger in z scale, thus the
energies states are quantized in x and y dimensions and the total energy is given by
ε = εi,j +
h¯2k2
2m
(2.7)
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Where i, j are the quantum numbers labeling the eigenstates in the x, y dimensions. k is
the wave vector in the direction of motion.
Note that this ground energy is the energy at temperature of absolute zero. If the tem-
perature is increased, the Fermi-Dirac distribution needs to be considered which describes
the probability of a state occupied by an ideal electron gas in thermal equilibrium.
Atomic scale junctions and quantized conductance
The discrete energy states of electrons in confined systems would alter the electron trans-
port behavior greatly since those electrons can only tunnel through these limited channels.
The available channels are limited by the size of constriction. Therefore, the nanoscale
conductor has a finite current-carrying capacity for a given voltage applied across its ends.
If the size of the conductor is decreased to the same order as the electron wavelength,
the electrons directly transport through the conductor without collision with the phonons.
This process is referred to as ballistic transport. If the electrons transport through ballistic
movement, the conductance of the nanoscale conductor will be quantized due to the discrete
properties of allowed transport channels [44]. To observe the quantized conductance, the
size of the conductor needs to be decreased to the similar sizes as the Fermi wavelength
of the electrons. For gold, the Fermi wavelength of the electrons is 0.5 nm [65], which
is comparable to the size of one gold atom. The one atom constriction can be realized
in an atomic point contact configuration where one or several gold atoms are contacted
by a pair of nanoelectrodes. The pair of nanoelectrodes is usually over 100 nm in width
which is much larger than the size of the Fermi wavelength, so that it can be simply
considered as electron reservoirs. The leads connecting the atomic point contact to the
electron reservoirs are constricted to several nanometers and the electron wave functions
in the leads are quantized to a set of discrete states. The lowest energy level of the allowed
mode can be calculated as h¯
2k2
2m
(Eq. 2.6), where L is the width of the smallest constriction
(3 A˚ at atomic point contact). This lowest energy channel is lower than the Fermi energy
of the electron in gold electrodes.
In an nanoscale constriction, suppose there are N and M energy states allowed in the
left and right leads, respectively. If one electron transports from the i mode on one side to
the j mode of the other side at a small bias eV = EF applied on the atomic point contact,
the conductance for transporting through one channel is only the ratio of fundamental
constants:
G0 = 2
e2
h
(2.8)
Where G0 is the universal quantum of conductance with the value G
−1
0 = 12.9 kΩ . The
prefactor 2 in the equation comes from the degeneracy of spin up and down and is absent
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Figure 2.4.: Ballistic transport occurs if the size of conductor is decreased to the similar size
as Fermi wavelength of electrons. (a) The electrons scatter at defects. (b) The
electrons directly transport through the constriction without collision.
for magnetic material. If imperfect transport is considered, the transmission amplitude
T (EF ) is introduced.
G = 2
e2
h
T (EF ) (2.9)
If more channels are involved in the ballistic transport, the conductance is in the form
of:
G = 2
e2
h
∑
i,j
Ti,j(EF ) (2.10)
This equation is the Landauer Formula and Ti,j(EF ) is the probability that an electron
from the source electrode in transmission mode i is transmitted to the drain electrode into
a different mode j.
Note that the elastic scattering occurs exclusively at the walls forming the boundary of
the system and scattering of electrons mainly change the spin and phase of the electron
wave function, thus the contribution of the scattering to the conductance can be neglected,
that means T (EF ) ≤ 1.
Since the effect of scattering is negligible only diagonal terms remain in Eq. 2.10, the
conductance through a channel of n modes is given by [66]:
G = nG0 (2.11)
This means that the conductance of atomic point contact is multiple times of the uni-
versal quantum of conductance G0. The number of modes involved in the transmission
increases with the transverse size of the constriction, therefore the quantized conductance
cannot be observed if the size of constriction is much larger than the atomic point contact
scale.
Another requirement for observing the quantized conductance in room temperature is
that the difference in energy between the ground state and the next available state should
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be large enough to be recorded [22]. Otherwise, the thermodynamic energy will disturb
the energy state of the electrons. For gold, this energy gap between the ground state
and the next available state is about 1 eV at room temperature (Eq. 2.6), so that the
quantized conductance in gold atomic point contact configuration can be observed at room
temperature. For semiconductor materials (2D electron gas), the electron wavelength is in
the order of a few tens of nanometer at room temperature and energy difference between
the transverse modes is in the order of 1 meV, thus the quantized conductance can be only
observed at low temperature.
2.1.2. Electron tunneling through nanogaps
In the previous section, we introduced the electron transport through atomic scale junc-
tions. In the following, we will discuss about how the electrons transport if the atomic
scale junctions break into nanogaps. If an atomic scale junction breaks, a nanoscale gap
is formed between the broken facing electrodes (in either STM or mechanical break junc-
tion). The gap size can be adjusted by a mechanical controlled piezo system. In quantum
mechanics, the nanogap between two metallic electrodes is modeled by a square potential
barrier with height of Φ0. If a bias voltage is applied across the gap, this square potential
will have a saw tooth shape due to the shifted Fermi energy of the leads. The electrons
have small but not zero probability to transport across the potential barrier. This electron
transport from the occupied electronic states of the source electrode to the unoccupied
states of the drain electrode is referred to as “tunneling”.
Quantum mechanics description of electron tunneling
To determine the tunneling current, the basic idea is to calculate the transparency of the
electrons from one end to the other end of the nanogap, which is determined by the wave
function of the electrons at either end of the nanogap. The wave function for a free electron
has the form:
ϕ(x) = ϕ(0)e±ikx (2.12)
k =
√
2m(εx − Φ0)
h
Where εx is the electron kinetic energy in direction and Φ0 is the potential barrier.
Considering the Hamilton operator of the electrons:
H(x) = − h
2
2m
∂2
∂x2
+ V (x) (2.13)
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Figure 2.5.: Electron tunneling through a nanogap under a rectangular potential. The size of the
nanogap is L, which corresponds to the length of potential barrier. The electrons
experience three phases during the tunneling: I, before the potential barrier; II, in
the middle of potential barrier: III, after the potential barrier.
Where the V (x) is the barrier potential. Then the Schro¨dinger equation of electrons facing
a barrier is:
− h
2
2m
∂2ϕ(x)
∂x2
+ V (x) · ϕ(x) = E · ϕ(x) (2.14)
The barrier potential V (x) for a rectangular barrier (Fig. 2.5) can be written as a sub-
section function:
V (x) =
{
Φ0, a1 ≤ x ≤ a2
0, x < a1 orx > a2
(2.15)
Thus, the potential can be divided into three parts: before the barrier (I), in the barrier
(II) and after the barrier (III). The Schro¨dinger equation can be expressed in three parts.
For the region (I) and (III):
The potential is zero, so the Schro¨dinger equation is:
∂2ϕ(x)
∂x2
= −2mE
h2
· ϕ(x) (2.16)
The wave function in the region (I) and (III) can be expressed as:
ϕI+III(x) = A · eikx +B · e−ikx (2.17)
k =
√
2mE/h
For the region (II), the barrier is Φ0, the Schro¨dinger equation is:
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∂2ϕ(x)
∂x2
=
2m(Φ0 − E)
h2
· ϕ(x) (2.18)
The wave function is:
ϕII(x) = C · eiκx +B · e−iκx (2.19)
κ =
√
2mΦ0 − E/h
In the region (I), the wave function is composed of two components: one is the wave
function move forwardly, and the other is the wave function that is reflected at the barrier
boundary, so, the wave function can be written as:
ϕI(x) = e
ikx + A · e−ikx (2.20)
A is the coefficient that can bee seen as the percentage of the wave function that is
reflected at the interface.
In the region (III), the only possible wave function is the tunneling wave function, so
only forward direction wave function exists.
ϕIII(x) = B · eiκx (2.21)
In the barrier region, both forwarding and reflecting wave function can coexist, so the
wave function takes the form:
ϕII(x) = α · eiκx + β · e−iκx (2.22)
Solving the Schro¨dinger equation gives the value of B:
B =
2
1 + k
2+κ2
4k2κ2
· sinh(κL) (2.23)
As introduced in the beginning of this part, to calculate the tunneling current, the
transparency of the electrons from one end to the other end of the nanogap is required. The
Eq. 2.23 gives the coefficient of the forwarding wave functions, thus the barrier transparency
coefficient T (εx) (Eq. 2.9) is equal to
T =
∣∣B2∣∣ (2.24)
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Simmons equation
Simmons et al. derived a generalized formula for the electron tunneling between similar
electrodes separated by a nanogap [67]. This equation permits accurate expressions for
both high and low voltages.
I(V, L) =
eA
4pi2hL2
[(
Φ0 − eV
2
)
exp
(
−L2
√
2me
h
√
Φ0 − eV
2
)
(2.25)
−
(
Φ0 +
eV
2
)
exp
(
−L2
√
2me
h
√
Φ0 +
eV
2
)]
Where V is the bias voltage, L is the distance of between the facing nanoelectrodes and α
is a constant which is related to the shape of the potential barrier.
At low bias, the equation can be simplified by Taylor series, the resulting equation is:
I =
(2mΦ0)
1/2e2α
h2L
V exp
[
−2(2m)
1/2
h
α(Φ0)
1/2L
]
(2.26)
Further simplified equation is given by:
I ≈ V exp
(
−2L
√
2meΦ0
h
)
(2.27)
This equation shows that the tunneling current decays exponentially with the gap size
L at a given bias V . The conductance defined as I/V also decays exponentially with the
gap size. A simulated decaying curve of conductance is shown in Fig. 2.6
Figure 2.6.: Tunneling current between a nanoscale gap: the conductance decays exponentially
with the gap size and decreases to almost zero when the gap size is over 0.5 nm.
At intermediate voltages(V < ϕ0/e) , the Simmons equation takes its original form as
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Eq. 2.25.
This equation is usually used for fitting the I-V curves of nanogaps at intermediate
voltage range to estimate the gap sizes. It should be noted that the I-V curve is nearly
linear at small bias ranges, but it takes the “S” shape in the intermediate voltage ranges as
shown in Fig. 2.7, which is the curves simulated from the Simmons equation.
Figure 2.7.: An I-V curve generated from the Simmons equation at potentials from -1 V to +1 V.
The curve shows an “S” shape which is characteristic for the curve in tunneling
regime.
At high bias, the Simmons equation is simplified as:
I ≈ V 2 exp
(
−4L
√
2meΦ30
3hqV
)
(2.28)
which means:
ln
(
I
V 2
)
≈ −4L
√
2meΦ30
3hq
·
(
1
V
)
(2.29)
This mode of tunneling is usually referred to as field emission. The transition from
tunneling to field emission was observed at metal-molecule-metal junctions [68]. The
ln
(
I
V 2
)
vs.
(
1
V
)
plot, which is known as Fowler Nordheim plot [69], is usually used to identify
the field emission transport mechanism.
2.1.3. Electron transport through molecules
In recent years, the size of electrical components is continuously decreasing, new material
like molecules are proposed to be used as a substitute to the traditional silicon based
components or provide new functionality for the conventional electronics devices. The
silicon based electric components already reached the feature size of 65 nm in the year of
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2000. The molecules have the feature size of about several nanometers, and some molecules
exhibit similar functions as silicon based components. More importantly, the molecule
based devices exhibit new functions that are not available on silicon based components. The
biomolecules are of special interests since the protein structures have evolved over very long
time and unique properties are developed. For example, a series of proteins are involved
in the respiratory systems of plant cells, and transfer electrons across the membrane of
mitochondrion. Studying the charge transport through molecules traces back to work in
1949, when the conduction in proteins was investigated [70]. Carter et al. introduced
the fabrication methods in the molecular level that can accomplish molecular devices [71].
Recent progress of using molecules to realize electric function was described in the work of
Liu et al. [6], where gold electrodes were modified by redox mediator microperoxidase-11
(MP-11), which is the heme-containing domain of the biological electron shuttle cytochrome
c . In such system, electrochemical rectification of a redox current transferred between redox
probes (ferricyanide) in solution and a gold electrode functionalized with the biomolecules
(MP-11) was achieved.
The major difference between molecules and semiconductor materials is their electronic
structures. Semiconductors are characterized by the existence of a quasi-continuum of
states near the Fermi level. On the contrary, the energy states of molecules are discrete.
HOMO-LUMO of molecules
Compared to the band gap theory which describe electronic structures of semiconductor
materials, two terms are often used to describe the electronic states of molecules: the
occupied states and the non-occupied states. The highest occupied molecular orbitals
(HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) are especially of interest
since they are related to measurable current and the electronic transport.
The HOMO-LUMO can be estimated by linear combination of atomic orbitals calcu-
lation (LCAO). For example, a gold quantum dot of 20 atoms has a HOMO-LUMO gap
of 1 eV and the gap is 2 eV for a cluster of 10 atoms [72]. For organic molecules, the
HOMO-LUMO gap depends on their chemical structures. Alkane molecules usually have
large HOMO-LUMO gaps over 6 eV and are almost insulating [73]. Conjugated molecules
like poly-paraphenylene have HOMO-LUMO gaps of 2–4 eV and behave like ordinary semi-
conductors [74,75]. HOMO-LUMO energy gaps can be investigated experimentally by the
I-V curves of the molecules. Current is observed to be suppressed when the voltage across
the molecules is smaller than the barrier. The barrier is defined by the distance between
the Fermi energy and the HOMO/LUMO energy.
For organic molecules, the HOMO-LUMO gaps are generally larger than the metallic
quantum dot so that I-V curves have different shape compared with the metal quan-
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tum dot. However, the HOMO-LUMO gaps of molecules are determined not only by the
molecules themselves but also by the contact configuration to the metal leads and the mi-
cro environment of the molecules. It was observed in the photoemission spectroscopy and
single molecule I-V curves that the effective HOMO-LUMO gap of molecules coupled to
a metal surface can be significantly smaller than the HOMO-LUMO gap of the isolated
molecules [5, 76].
Noncoherent tunneling
In a configuration that a single molecule is incorporated between two electrodes, the in-
terface between the molecules and the electrode affects the electron transport mechanism
greatly. If the coupling between molecules and the metal electrodes is weak, the coupling
can be treated as perturbation to molecules and the leads.
H = H0 + V (2.30)
Where H0 represents the uncoupled electrodes and molecules and V is coupling between
them.
Then the transparency coefficient across the molecular junctions is:
|T (E)|2 = |〈i|H|f〉|2 (2.31)
Where i, f are states of lead and molecules responsible for conduction and H is the Hamil-
tonian of the total system.
In this system, the influence of the coupling to the energy states is negligible. The molec-
ular orbitals in the system are localized and very close to those of the isolated molecules.
As a consequence, the electron transport through the weakly coupled molecular junctions
is a sequentially two-step process: firstly, the electrons pass to the molecules and reside on
the molecules, the molecules are charged; secondly, the electrons tunnel from the molecule
to the electrodes and the molecules are successively discharged. This type of transport
with two steps is called noncoherent tunneling as illustrated in Fig. 2.8.
According to Markus theory [77], when the electrons fill a molecular orbital, the en-
ergy level of the molecules will be shifted and the system is reorganized to minimize the
total energy level. The energy needed to make the reorganization of molecules is called
reorganization energy (Fig. 2.9).
In the noncoherent tunneling, the molecules are charged when accepting electrons and
discharged when donating electrons. According to the Marcus theory, there is a difference
between the energy of the reactants and the energy of the products ∆G. However, the
reactants cannot turn into the products spontaneously, they need to overcome the activation
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Figure 2.8.: (a), Noncoherent tunneling, the coupling between the molecules and the electrode
is weak and the electrons firstly transport to the molecules, then transport to the
other electrode. During this process, the molecules experience charge and discharge.
(b), Coherent tunneling, the coupling between molecules and electrodes is strong
and the electrons tunnel directly through the molecules without changing the status
of the molecules.
energy ∆E. The reorganization energy λ is the energy required to allow the reactants to
make a rearrangement to have the same nuclear configuration as the products when an
electron resides on the molecules.
The rate constant k of the reaction is given by:
k = A exp
(−∆G
kBT
)
(2.32)
∆G =
λ
4
(
1 +
∆G0
λ
)2
The constant A represents the nature of the electron transfer reaction (intra or inter-
molecular transfer). It can be seen from the above equation that the reorganization energy
λ has an influence to the charge transfer rates and the higher the reorganization energy λ
is, the smaller the rate constant would be.
Coherent tunneling
If the coupling between the molecules and the electrode is strong, the electrons in either
molecules or the electrodes will be delocalized and the electron tunneling is one step pro-
cess [78]. In this case, the interaction between the tunneling electrons and the electrons
occupying lower states of the molecules is also small. This type of transport is called co-
herent tunneling. In coherent tunneling, the tunneling time through the molecules is much
smaller than the time needed in noncoherent tunneling, since the molecules are not charged
or discharged during the electron transport process.
In coherent tunneling the current calculates as [79]:
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Figure 2.9.: According to the Marcus theory, the molecules experience energy changes when
accepting or donating electrons. The reaction does not occur spontaneously, but
activation energy ∆E must be overcome.
I =
e2
pih
∫ +∞
−∞
T (E, V ) [f(E − µ1)− f(E − µ2)] dE (2.33)
µ2 = εF + (1− η)eV
µ1 = εF − ηeV
Where T (E, V ) is the effective transparency, µ1,2 is the chemical potential of the electrode,
η is a parameter used to describe the strength of coupling between the molecule and the
electrodes and f(ε) is the Fermi function at the temperature of the experiment.
From this equation, it can be concluded that the current depends on three factors: the
overlap between the orbitals of the metal electrodes and the molecules, the localization of
the molecular orbital and the symmetry between the two metal/molecule contacts.
2.2. Electrochemistry
In this part, some basic concepts of electrochemistry are introduced. When isolated com-
pounds with different redox potentials come into contact, they can exchange electrons.
Electrochemistry studies the electron transfer reactions at the interfaces. The electron los-
ing process is referred to as oxidation and the flow of electrons out of the species is anodic
current. On the other hand, the electron harvesting process is called reduction and the flow
of electrons into the species is cathodic current. The field of electrochemistry covers many
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phenomena including electrodeposition or etching, electrochemical sensors and fuel cells. In
this thesis, two main subjects of electrochemistry are related: one is utilizing electrochem-
ical deposition/etching to fabricate nanoscale gaps; the other is investigating the charge
transport across molecules on a self assembled monolayer and across single molecules in
electrochemical environment.
The introduction of fundamental electrochemistry follows the textbook of Bard et al. [80].
2.2.1. Electrochemical interface
Gouy-Chapman-Stern model
The simplest electrochemical system is the half cell which contains a conductive electrode
and a surrounding conductive electrolyte. The basic electrochemical process is the charge
transfer between the metal electrode and the dissolved electroactive species. For instance, a
zinc electrode immersed in pure water forms a half cell. The zinc atoms will dissolve into the
water and leave the negative charged electrons at the zinc electrode. At the same time, the
positive zinc ions will accumulate at the zinc/water interface. The accumulated opposite
charges will generate an electric field which will hinder further zinc atom dissolving and
finally a thermodynamic balance is reached. This solid/liquid interfaces consisting of two
phases of charges are know as the electric double layers. According to the Gouy-Chapman-
Stern model [81], the inner layer of the electric double layer is the adsorbed charged water
molecules and ions (Stern layer). The outer layer is the diffusion region which gradually
balances the opposite charges to electroneutrality (Gouy-Chapman layer). In the case of
flat surface and symmetrical electrolyte, the relationship between the electric charge σ and
the Stern potential φ is given by:
σ =
√
8κTε0εn sinh
zeφ
2κT
(2.34)
Where κ is Boltzmann constant, σ is the charge density, T is absolute temperature, ε0 is
dielectric constant and ε is the electrostatic potential.
For dilute solutions at room temperature, the charge density can be evaluated by:
σ =
√
11.7C sinh(19.5zφ) (2.35)
Where C is the concentration in mol/L.
The capacitance of the double layer is given by:
1
Cd
=
x2
εε0
+
1
(2εε0z2e2n/κT )1/2 cosh(zeφ/2κT )
(2.36)
Where Cd is the double layer capacitance and x2 is the position of centers of the ions.
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The potential generated by the opposite charges at the electric double layer is related to
the thermodynamics and the kinetics of electrode reactions. Controlling the potential across
the double layer affords an important way to manipulate the charge transfer reactions. On
the other hand, measuring the potential and current across the double layer can gain the
information of the electrode reactions.
Electrochemical cell
Directly measuring the potential across the electric double layer is not possible. Contacting
a metal electrode is simple, but connecting the other lead to the solution site will inevitably
introduce another solid/liquid interface and the interface potential. Therefore, a basic
measurable electrochemical cell includes at least two half cells. In most electrochemical
experiments, only one half cell is of the research interest and it is the common practice to
employ a reference electrode as the other half cell. One example of reference electrode is
the Ag/AgCl electrode, which usually takes the form of a piece of silver wire coated with
silver chloride and immersed into saturated potassium chloride solution. The potential
across the Ag/AgCl interface is very accurately determined against the hydrogen half cell.
The latter is actually a platinum wire surrounded by hydrogen gas and the potential of
hydrogen half cell is defined as zero.
A typical electrochemical cell includes three electrodes: working electrode (WE), ref-
erence electrode (RE) and counter electrode (CE). All the electrodes are immersed in a
solution and the potential difference between the electrodes are controlled by an external
power supply (a potentiostat). The reference electrode has very high impedance and the
current flowing through the reference electrode is negligible. Hence, the potential differ-
ence between the working electrode and reference electrode can be monitored. The counter
electrode has low impedance and the current is applied between the counter electrode and
working electrode. Adjustable resistor is connected to the counter electrode and can be
varied according to changes of current. By this way, the potential applied on the cell can
be controlled.
2.2.2. Standard electrode potential and Nernst equation
The potentials of many electrode reactions have been measured at standard conditions: the
effective concentration of solutes is 1 M, gases are at a pressure of 1 bar and temperature
is at 25 ◦C. Such potentials measured at standard conditions are called standard electrode
potentials E0.
If the concentration and gas pressure are not of the standard values, the relation between
the potential and the concentration is given by the Nernst equation [80].
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Figure 2.10.: Typical electrochemical setup that include working electrode, counter electrode
and reference electrode. The electrochemical reactions of interest occur at the
working electrode.
In a system where all associated chemical reactions are much faster than the mass transfer
processes and the reaction is reversible:
O + ne ⇀↽ R (2.37)
The reactive species in the equilibrium reaction follows Nernst equation:
Ei = E
0 − RT
nF
· ln CR
CO
(2.38)
where R is the gas constant, T the temperature, n the valence of the ion, F the Faraday
constant, and CR/O are the respective ion concentrations.
The Nernst equation is more commonly written in base 10 log form rather than natural
logarithms and for 25 ◦C:
Ei = E
0 − 0.59
n
· log CR
CO
(2.39)
This simple equation shows that a half-cell potential will change by 59 mV if the con-
centration of a substance involved in a one electron redox process changes by a order of
10.
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Since the redox reaction includes the losing and gaining electrons, many reactions involve
the hydrogen ions. Therefore, the potentials given by Nernst equation vary with the pH
value.
2.2.3. Faradaic current and nonfaradaic current
The current at the electrode/liquid interface can be recorded against the applied potentials.
Such curves can provide information of the properties of the interface and the nature of the
solution. Interpreting the rate of an electrochemical reaction is often very complex since it
is a heterogeneous reaction and two types of currents are involved in the process.
The first type of current is caused by the charge transfer between the electrode and
the electroactive species. The electron exchange redox reaction is affected by the reaction
kinetic variables. Such current is governed by Faraday’s law and referred as to Faradaic
processes.
Figure 2.11.: Faradaic and nonfaradaic current in an electrochemical cell
The number of the electrons that cross the interface in Faradaic current is determined
by the extent of the chemical reaction and the number of electrons can be measured by
integrating the current. The relationship between the total charge and the amount of
product formed is given by Faraday’s law.
m =
(
Q
F
)(
M
Z
)
(2.40)
Where M is the mass of the substance generated at an electrode, Q is the total electric
charge passed through the substance, F is the Faraday constant and Z is the valence
number of the substance.
From this equation, it is known that the passage of 96.385 C of electrons is equivalent to
consumption of 1 mole reactants or 1 mole of products in a one-electron reaction.
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Butler-Volmer equation
When the current is solely controlled by the rate of electrochemical charge transfer process,
the current-potential relationship is described by the Butler-Volmer equation [80]:
I = Ai0
{
exp
[
(1− α)nF
RT
(E − Eeq)
]
− exp
[
−anF
RT
(E − Eeq)
]}
(2.41)
Where I is the electrode current, i0 is the current density, E is the electrode potential,
Eeq is the equilibrium potential, A is the electrode active surface area, T is the absolute
temperature, n is the number of electrons involved in the electrode reaction, F is the
Faraday constant, R is the universal gas constant and α is the dimensionless symmetry
factor.
For a specific electrochemical cell, a defined equilibrium potential is established which
can be used as the reference of the system. The difference of the electrode potential from
the equilibrium value is called overpotential η . In the Butler-Volmer equation η = E−Eeq.
At the low overpotential region, the Butler-Volmer equation simplifies to:
i = i0
nF
RT
(E − Eeq) (2.42)
At the high overpotential region (E > 0.1V ), the second term of the equation be-
comes negligible. Hence, exponential relationships between current and over potentials are
obtained in the form of:
η = a+ b log i (2.43)
Where a, b are the characteristic constants of the electrode system.
This theoretical results coincide with the experimental Tafel lines which describe the
linear relationship between the overpotential and the log current density. The slope of the
Tafel plot reveals the value of the transfer coefficient for the given experimental conditions.
The second type of current is related to the mass transport process of the electroactive
species because that the reactive species need to be transferred to the electrode surface
before any charge transfer at interface. This process is affected by the mass transfer
variables and various surface effects. Under particular circumstances, no charge transfer
reactions occur at the electrode/liquid interface since they are thermodynamically or ki-
netically unfavorable, but current still can be recorded which is related to the adsorption
and desorption of molecules, the charging/discharging effect of the interface, and the mass
transport process. This type of current is called nonfaradaic processes.
In a situation where the recorded current is composed of only nonfaradaic current, no
charge transfer occurs across the electrode/liquid interface regardless of the applied poten-
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tial by the external potential source; this electrode is called an ideal polarizable electrode.
In reality, there are no perfect ideal polarizable electrodes but some electrode-solution sys-
tems can be seen as ideal polarizability in limited potential ranges. For example, a gold
electrode in a diluted sulfuric acid solution approaches an ideal polarizable electrode in the
potential range from 0 V to 0.9 V with respect to Ag/AgCl reference electrode.
Capacitance current
The charging/discharging current is a nonfaradaic current which always occurs in the elec-
trochemical cell due to the double layer capacitance. This double layer has the ability
to hold a certain amount of electrons. Note this capacitance current is not constant but
varies with the applied potentials and the surrounding liquid environment. The structure
of the electrical double layer is very complex. One layer of the double layer structure is
the specifically adsorbed solvent molecules, and the packed order of the molecules affects
the capacitance greatly. By investigating the capacitance current, the internal structural
information of the packed molecules can be obtained.
Applying a potential to the ideal polarizable electrode is the typical RC problem. The
behavior of capacitance current i with t, when applying a potential step of magnitude E
is:
i =
E
Rs
exp(−t/RsCd) (2.44)
Where Rs is the resistance, Cd is the capacitance of the electrical double layer.
An often used technique in electrochemistry is the sweeping potential technique, where a
voltage ramps or increases linearly with time, starting at some initial value (here assumed
to be zero) at a sweep rate v (in V/s). The potential at a certain time is then E = vt.
If such a ramping voltage is applied to the RC circuit ( ideal polarizable electrode), the
capacitance current is:
i = vCd [1− exp(−t/RsCd)] (2.45)
The current increases from zero to a steady state value vCd. This steady sate current
can be used to estimate the capacitance.
Cottrell equation
Many parameters in the electrochemical cell affect the measurable variables like currents,
potentials, or concentrations. These parameters include: the electrode variables (elec-
trode surface area, geometry and surface condition), mass transfer variables (diffusion,
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Figure 2.12.: (a) Capacitance current in a potential step. (b) Capacitance current under a
sweeping potential.
convection, surface coverage), solution variables (concentration of the electroactive species,
electrolyte and pH) and external variables (temperature, pressure).
The modes of the mass transfer affect the measured current greatly. Three modes are
involved in the mass transfer processes: migration, diffusion and convection.
The mass transfer obeys the Nernst-Planck equation:
Ji(x) = −Di∂Ci(x)
∂x
− ziF
RT
DiCi
∂φ(x)
∂x
+ civ(x) (2.46)
Where Ji(x) is the flux of the species i at distance x from the surface, Di is the diffusion
coefficient, ∂Ci(x)
∂x
is the concentration gradient at distance x, ∂φ(x)
∂x
is the potential gradient,
zi, ci is the charge and concentration of species and v(x) is the velocity with which a species
in solution moves along the axis.
The three terms in the right hand of the equation represent the contribution from diffu-
sion, migration, and convection to the flux, respectively.
Diffusion of ions to the electrode due to the concentration gradient is the most important
mass transport process that contributes to the nonfaradaic current. If the current is solely
diffusion controlled, solution of the diffusion equation is given by the Cottrell equation:
i = nFAc0
√
D
pit
(2.47)
By plotting the i vs. t−1/2 curve, the diffusion coefficient D can be evaluated. The re-
quirement to use Cottrell equation to evaluate the diffusion coefficient is that the reaction
must be diffusion controlled. This Cottrell conditions can be realized when applying a
potential step to electrochemical cell. It should be noted that the exponentially decayed
charging current will impose on the measured current since there is always a double layer
capacitance Cd. Actually, the charging process is the process of establishing the poten-
tial step, after about five time constants, the contribution of the charging current can be
neglected. Therefore, the data collecting time in the potential step experiment must be
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longer than the time constant RsCd.
2.2.4. Diffusion in nanoscale
Nanoelectrodes found many applications in the electrochemistry, such as, determining the
reaction constant [82], detecting epinephrine with a carbon fiber ultramicroelectrode [83]
and concentration measurements. The nanoelectrodes are suitable to measure the kinetics
of reactions since the diffusion is very fast in the nanoelectrodes compared to the macro
electrode.
For macro electrodes, the diffusion of electroactive species is unidirectional diffusion.
The size of the ions is much smaller than the size the electrode, and the movement of the
ions can be seen parallel. On the contrary, the size of nanoelectrodes is comparable to
the size of the ions, thus for ultramirco- and nanoelectrodes, the movement of the ions is
radial.
Figure 2.13.: (a) Parallel(unidirectional) diffusion for macro electrodes. (b) Radial diffusion
mode for nanoelectrodes.
In cyclic voltammetry, the reaction rate depends on the electron transfer at the electrode
and the relationship between electrode current and the potential is described by Butler-
Volmer equation. The reaction at the electrode takes place in the Helmholtz layer and with
reaction proceeding, molecules are consumed and a concentration gradient develops.
For large electrodes, the geometry of the electrode dose not influence the diffusion and
the diffusion can be seen as one dimensional diffusion profile. The one dimensional diffusion
equation is given by:
∂C0(x, t)
∂t
= D0
∂2C0(x, t)
∂x2
(2.48)
Solving the equation gives the limiting current for a constant potential:
J =
I
A
= nFC0
√
D0
pit
(2.49)
When sweeping the potential, oxidation begins and current increases. With potential
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continually increasing, reaction is accelerated and molecules at the Helmholtz layer are
consumed. Finally, the linear diffusion cannot supply enough molecules, and then the
current drops and slowly decays to zero. From the diffusion controlled cyclic voltammetry,
no steady-state can be observed when macro electrodes are used.
In the case of micro or nanoelectrodes (r < 25µm). The radial diffusion components arise
and the radial diffusion is much faster than unidirectional diffusion. The radial diffusion is
given by:
∂C0(r, t)
∂t
= D0
{
∂2C0(r, t)
∂r2
+
2
r
· ∂C0(r, t)
∂r
}
(2.50)
The limiting current for a spherical electrode is given by:
J =
I
A
= nFD0C0
[
1√
piD0t
+
1
r0
]
(2.51)
which is a constant when the time approaches infinity.
This means that in a diffusion controlled cyclic voltammetry using micro or nanoelec-
trodes, a steady-state current can be reached. The enhanced mass transport for nanoelec-
trodes decreases the charging and discharging currents, which enable many applications of
nanoelectrodes in electrochemistry [84].
2.2.5. Electrochemical deposition
In an electrochemical reaction, if the metal ions are reduced and deposited on the surface of
the electrode, this process is referred to as electrodeposition. If the atoms on the electrode
surface dissolve into the solution, this process is electrochemical etching. The extent of the
completion of the electrodeposition/etching can be described by Nernst equation.
For the reaction:
O + ne→ S(Solid) (2.52)
The materials of the electrodes can be either same as the deposited solid, or different
inert materials (Au, Pt, for instance). When more than one monolayer of S is deposited
on the electrode, the Nernst equation is given by:
E = E0 +
RT
nF
ln[γOCi(1− x)] (2.53)
Where γO is the activity coefficient of species O, and x is the fraction O reduced to S at
potential E.
The actual electrode potential applied on the working electrodes determines the direction
of the reaction. If the applied potential is more negative than the equilibrium potential,
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the metal ions will be reduced and deposited on the electrode. On the other hand, if the
applied potential is more negative than the equilibrium potential E0, the bulk phase of the
electrode is etched and the atoms dissolve in the electrolyte. The deposition of atoms and
the etching process usually occurs at preferred sites like surface defects, edges and corners,
where the lattice atoms are loosely bound to the crystal.
The thermodynamics of crystal growth in electrolyte are similar as those crystal growth
properties in vapor conditions. Therefore, the theoretical treatment of crystal growth in
electrolyte is similar as in vapor conditions. The properties of the electrolyte are one of
the most important factors which affect the metal/liquid interface, the kinetics of the mass
transport, the kinetics of charge transfer process and the electron transfer reactions.
In a potential controlled deposition, the depositing current decays exponentially with
time and eventually reaches the background current. The i-t relationship is:
i(t) = i(0) exp(−pt) (2.54)
Where i(0) is the initial current and the p is analogous to the first-order rate constant.
The total amount of atoms deposited on the electrode can be estimated by the quantity
of total electrons Q(t);
Q(t) =
∫ t
0
i(t) dt (2.55)
If the mass transfer process is slower than the mass transfer process, the actual speed of
electrodeposition process is limited by the diffusion process.
The metal ions can be deposited on electrodes of the same material or electrodes of
different materials. If the atoms are deposited on a different substrate, the deposition
can begin at potentials more positive than the Nernst values where deposition occurs on
same materials. This phenomenon is referred to as underpotential deposition (UPD). If
the deposition begins at potentials more negative than the Nernst value, this is called
overpotential deposition (OPD). The description of UPD is much more complicated than
the homogeneous deposition, since the underpotential deposition depends on the substrate
and the adsorption of the oxidants. Usually, the deposited atoms will aggregate on the
surface and a dendrite morphology will be formed in the underpotential deposition.
Electrodeposition of metals occurs at the liquid/electrode interface and three stages are
involved in this process. The first step is the formation of metal adatoms on the electrode
surface; the material of the electrode is either the same as the deposited adatoms or different
from the deposited adatoms. The second step is the two dimensional and three dimensional
nucleation and cluster growth. The third step is the three dimensional crystal growth of
bulk material.
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The most important parameters determining the growth mechanism of electrodeposition
is the atom-surface binding energy and the crystallographic misfit between the atom and
bulk electrode. Three growth modes are introduced here: “Volmer-Weber” mode, “Frank-
van der Merwe” mode and “Stranski-Krastanov” mode [85]. The analysis of deposition
modes will be discussed in the experimental part.
The “Volmer-Weber” is the case where the binding energy between the atoms and the
substrate (EA−B) is lower than the binding energy between the atoms and substrate with
the same material (EA−A). The deposited atoms usually form 3D islands.
If EA−A is greater than EA−B and the misfit between the atoms and the bulk electrode is
negligible, the “Frank-van der Merwe” mode occurs where the atoms are deposited layer by
layer until the electrode is totally covered by the deposited atoms. If the crystallographic
misfit is significant, the “Stranski-Krastanov” mode takes place. The atoms prefer to stay
together, forming isolated islands on the electrode surface after a 2D layer is formed.
The growth mechanism is mainly determined by the surface structure itself. The texture
and morphology of the metal deposits are strongly affected by the crystal properties of the
depositing metal as well as by mass and electron transfer across the interface. The texture
and morphology formation on the surface is very complex since different crystallographic
orientations are involved. In addition, crystal defects, adsorbed molecules, oxide layers,
etc., make this problem more complicated.
Using Faraday’s law and Fick’s equations, the depositing current in the early stage of
electrodeposition is given by i(t) = αtb. The values of b are given in Table 2.1 [86, 87] for
different nucleation and growth mechanisms. These b values will be used to determine the
nucleation mechanism in the electrodeposition experiments performed in this work. Using
this table, the resulting equations for instantaneous (Eq. 2.56) and progressive nucleation
(Eq. 2.57)are:
(i2/i2m) = 1.9524{1− exp[−1.2564(t/tm)]}2(t/tm)−1 (2.56)
(i2/i2m) = 1.2254{1− exp[−2.3367(t/tm)2]}2(t/tm)−1 (2.57)
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Table 2.1.: Values of nucleation parameters for various nucleation mechanisms
3. Experimental Methods
To measure the charge transport properties of single molecule, nanoscale gaps are needed
to contact the molecules individually. STM-based break junctions have been successfully
employed to assemble molecular junctions and measure physical and chemical properties of
single molecules by generating nanogaps between a tip and a substrate. However, since the
molecules are usually self-assembled into a monolayer in the STM configuration, the inter-
ference from the signals of surrounding molecules to the measurement of the target single
molecules cannot be easily excluded. Therefore, nanogaps formed by two nanoelectrodes
with small radius of curvature are desirable to measure single molecules. In the following,
we introduce the methods to fabricate nanogaps by lithography and the modification of
the template nanogaps by electrochemical deposition and etching methods.
Firstly, the procedures of fabricating nanogaps by optical lithography and electron beam
lithography are introduced. Then, the electrochemical modification method of the lithog-
raphy defined nanogap electrodes is described. Secondly, the method of integrating elec-
trochemical deposition and mechanical break junction setup is described. Finally, the
protocols of assembling and measuring molecular junctions are presented.
3.1. Nanogap fabrication
Three methods of fabricating nanogaps on silicon chips were used in this work: optical
lithography, e-beam lithography and electrochemical deposition/etching. Three types of
insulating materials were applied: photoresists, electron beam resists and SiOx/SiNx. Two
ways of connecting the chip to the external electrical circuits were employed: encapsulating
the chips with carriers and directly touching the chips by tungsten needles in probe station.
3.1.1. Layout design
The masks were designed with AUTOCAD. Several notes need to be taken care of when
designing patterns with AUTOCAD. Firstly, the native format of AUTOCAD is DWG
file, while it needs to be exported to DXF files before sending to the electron beam writer.
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Secondly, blocks are preferred when designing the complex patterns, since blocks produce
less errors when converting the DXF files the machine file in the electron beam writer.
Thirdly, the structures with similar sizes should be bundled into one layer.
Twenty nine pairs of facing electrodes were designed on a rectangular area of 11x11
mm and two additional electrodes are added as the test electrodes. Rectangle shape was
exclusively used in the pattern design, with the down scaling of feature sizes below 50 nm.
The layout includes the following layers:
• Markers and base line.
• Contact pads and conducting leads.
• Fine nanogap electrodes.
• Access window over contact pads and nanogaps.
3.1.2. Optical lithography
Optical lithography is widely used to fabricate patterns on the surface of silicon wafer [88].
The resolution of the optical lithography is in the order of micrometers and is not suitable
to fabricate gaps in nanoscale. However, due to its fabrication efficiency and accessibility,
the optical lithography is used to fabricate the structures in the micrometer range such as
conducting leads, contact pads, access window, etc.
The substrates for optical lithography are silicon wafers and the wafers are insulated by
a layer of SiOx before use. Silicon oxides can be developed by wet oxidation method or dry
oxidation method in an oxidation oven. Both methods have advantages and disadvantages.
For dry oxidation, the surface of the oxidation layer is smoother than the wet oxidation, but
the thickness of the oxidation layer by dry oxidation cannot exceed hundreds of nanometers.
For wet oxidation, the surface is rough but the thickness can be up to 1µm or more.
In photolithography, a mask with the required structures is placed on the substrate and
the same pattern is transfered to the photo resist layers. This process is called pattern
transformation. The photo mask is a key component in the photo lithography process.
The mask is usually made of UV-transparent glass and a structured layer of chromium
is deposited on the surface of the glass. The resolution of the structures on the masks
is in the order of microns. The structures on the masks are fabricated by electron beam
lithography. The fabrication process is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
The photoresists are organic polymers prepared in organic solvents and can be spread
over the wafer surface by spin coating. The wafer is fixed on a vacuum chuck and the
photoresist solution is dropped on the surface of the wafer by a plastic pipette. When the
wafer rotates at high speed (2000–6000 rpm), the polymer solution spreads all over the wafer
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Figure 3.1.: Optical lithography process for a negative resist. (a) cleaning silicon wafer; (b)
insulating silicon wafer by silicon oxides; (c) spin coating photoresist; (d) exposure
by UV light; (e) post baking the wafer; (f) flood exposure; (g) development of
the structures; (h) sputtering layers of metals; (i) lift-off process to get rid of the
unnecessary structures.
surface, forming an even layer of photoresist solution. The volatile solution is evaporated
and a layer of photoresist polymer is formed. The thickness of the photoresist layer is
related to the properties of the polymers and the speed of the spin coating. The resists
are divided into two categories: positive resists and negative resists. For positive resists,
exposed area dissolve into the development solution. On the contrary, for the negative
resists, those exposed resists stay but unexposed resists dissolve into the development
solution. After the development, the wafer is baked on a hot plate to remove the access
solvent and make the photoresist photosensitive.
The photoresists are only sensitive to a narrow range of wavelength, thus the output of
the light source needs a filter before exposing the resists. The exposure doses also need to
be tested to find an appropriate values for the resists. The accurate exposure doses are of
vital importance to obtain best structural resolution.
After the exposure, a process called image reversal can be applied which converts the
positive photoresists to negative photoresists. The reason for using the image reversal pro-
cess is that the side wall created in this way is suitable to apply lift-off process. Compared
to the normal lithography, a post-bake or reversal-bake is applied after the exposure. This
process is aimed to assist the cross-linking of the photoresist at the exposed area. The
post-bake temperature is a critical parameter of the image reversal process and it should
fall within the range from 115 ◦C to 125 ◦C.
After the development, metalization procedures are applied. Materials can be sputtered
on the surface of the wafer through the opening of the photoresist (plasma enhanced chem-
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ical vapor deposition or simply hot sputtering). Layers of silicon oxides, silicon nitrides,
and metals can be deposited by such methods. Metals are usually deposited for structuring
the conducting leads and SiOx/SiNx are used as insulating layers.
After metalization, the wafers are immersed in the acetone and the portions that have
photoresist layers are resolved, leaving the metal structures on the wafer surface. This step
is referred to as “lift-off” process. Mega-sound can be used during the lift-off process to
facilitate the peeling of the resist layers.
The procedures of optical lithography were as following:
• The wafers were firstly cleaned by piranha solution to remove organic contaminants.
The wafers were immersed to the piranha solution for 10 minutes and rinsed by enough
amount of water.
• The wafer was then cleaned by wafer cleaner and plasma treatment for 10 minutes at
a power of 100 W in plasma oven. This step can remove particular matter as well as
any traces of organic ionic and metallic impurities from the surface.
• A layer of SiOx was generated by dry oxidation in an oxidation oven.
• The mask was cleaned in a mask cleaner before and after every use.
• Before applying photoresists on the surface of the wafer, the wafer was treated in an
oxygen plasma oven (100 W, 10 minutes) to increase the adhesion between photoresist
and the wafer.
• A layer of photoresist AZ-5214 was evenly spread on the wafer by a spin coater with
the spin rate of 4000 rpm.
• Exposure to the photoresist was performed on the mask aligner. The light source
with i-line (365 nm) was used. The power of the incident light was usually set to
245 w/cm2 and the exposure time was varied according to the required exposure doses
of the photoresist. Here, exposure time of 4.5 seconds was used. The “soft contact”
mode was employed when fixing the wafer on the exposure chuck.
• Image reversal: the wafer was post baked at 115 ◦C for 5 minutes.
• Flood exposure: 10 seconds exposure on the whole wafer.
• The wafer was then immersed in the development solution for 1 minute.
• Titanium/gold layers with the thickness of 10/50 nm were sequentially deposited on
the surface by sputtering.
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• Lift off: the wafers were immersed in acetone until the photoresists and the metal
layer on the resists were totally dissolved.
• The structures of the chip were examined by SEM.
• The profiles of the nanostructure were checked after development of the photoresist,
after the metallization, or after the lift-off process by a profile checker.
3.1.3. Electron beam lithography
The principle of the electron beam lithography is similar as the optical lithography [89].
In optical lithography, the structures on the mask are directly transferred to the wafer
in one shot, however, in electron beam lithography, the structures are directly written by
moving the focused electron beams. The wavelength of the electrons can be adjusted by
the accelerating voltages (1–100 kV) and very small wavelength down to pm range can be
achieved. The electron beam can be focused by magnetic apertures to spots of several
nanometers. Usually, a Gaussian beam system is used, where the electron beam is focused
to circular shaped spot with Gaussian intensity distribution. By moving the electron beam
in a controlled way, the electrons accumulate at the area, causing the change of chemical
properties of the electron beam resists. In this way, the structures can be directly defined.
The electron beam has a spot size of several nanometers; however, the electrons scatter at
the surfaces between resists and the substrate, having the neighboring resists exposed. This
phenomenon is known as proximity effect [90–92], which lowers the actual resolution of the
electron beam lithography. As a result, the electron beam lithography has a resolution of
5–20 nm [93]. The disadvantage of the electron beam lithography is that it is very expensive
device and is not accessible for many groups (Tab. 3.1). The electron beam lithography
is very time consuming, so usually only a small amount of samples can be fabricated. In
this work, nanogaps with the gap size of several nanometers are needed, which cannot be
fabricated by normal optical lithography, therefore, electron beam lithography is used to
fabricate the nanoscale gap structures.
Table 3.1.: Comparison between optical lithography and e-beam lithography
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The process of electron beam lithography is demonstrated in Fig. 3.2. Electron beam
resists like PMMA are first spin coated on the properly insulated wafers. Since the PMMA
has much lower viscosity than the optical photoresist, thus very thin PMMA layer (about
200 nm) can be spread on the surface of wafer. The height of the PMMA layer also
determines the resolution of the structures since high respect ratio structures cannot easily
obtained.
The development process of the e-beam lithography is similar to that in the optical
lithography. No image converting steps are needed in e-beam lithography. The following
metalization and lift-off are similar as the optical lithography.
Figure 3.2.: Scheme of electron beam lithography. (a) Electron beam resists are spin coated on
the wafer. (b), The resists are exposed directly by moving the electron beams. (c)
The development of resists is similar as the steps in photolithography.
The general methods to fabricate nanogap electrodes by electron beam lithography were
as following:
• Electron beam resist PMMA 600k was spin-coated on the silicon wafer at a speed of
6000 rpm.
• The wafer was then baked on hot plate at 180 ◦C for 2 minutes.
• The electrode array pattern was written by the electron beam writer. The voltage was
50 kV. The beam sizes and step sizes were chosen according to the designed pattern.
For the nanogap electrodes, the main beam size is 2 nm and the step size is also 2 nm.
The block size was 320µm and the pattern size was 1.1 mm.
• Standard development procedures were applied for 1 minute.
• Ti/Au layers of 5/50 nm were sputtered on the wafer.
• Lift-off process was applied.
3.1.4. Insulation and connection of nanoelectrodes
Since the silicon chips are assumed to measure molecules in liquid environment, the elec-
trodes on the surface of wafer needs to be insulated before use. Two types of dielectric
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materials are commonly used: inorganic material like SiOx/SiNx or organic material like
photoresist/electron beam resists.
Inorganic dielectric materials SiOx/SiNx can be applied on the surface of the wafer by
chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The structuring of the SiOx/SiNx layer can be performed
by reactive ion etching (RIE, see Fig. 3.3). In RIE, the wafer is placed in the chamber
where the ions are produced. Different ions are selected according to the material, for
instance, CF4/O2 ions can be used to etch into silicon oxides. The advantage of RIE is the
uniform anisotropic etching which creates structures with little undercutting edges. This
property is especially critical for high-fidelity pattern transfer.
Figure 3.3.: RIE process: if inorganic materials are used to insulate the electrodes, firstly a layer
of photoresist is deposited on the nanogap chip by spin coating. Then the access
window can be opened by lithography and RIE.
For the inorganic material based insulation:
• SiOx/SiNx was deposited on the surface of the wafer by PECVD.
• The structuring of the SiOx/SiNx layer was performed by reactive ion etching, CF4/O2
ions were used to etch into silicon oxides.
For photoresist based insulation:
• The methods were same as optical lithography.
For electron beam resist based insulation:
• Three layers of electron resists (PMMA 600k/900k/600k) were covered on the nanogap
chip by spin coating at 6000 rpm.
• The access windows were opened by e-beam lithography.
The nanostructures are supposed to be used in electronic applications, thus, the electrical
characterization of the nanostructures including conductance, capacitance, and leakage
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current is needed before further investigation. Then it is necessary to connect the nanogap
structures to the external measuring circuits. Two routines are usually applied: one is to
encapsulate the silicon chip into a chip carrier and to fit the chips into a chip socket which
is connecting the external circuits (Fig. 3.4); In this method, the contact pads are opened
on the insulating layer (either SiOx/SiNx or photoresist), then the chip are encapsulated
into a chip carrier by a flip machine. The second method is to contact the nanostructures
through the contact pad directly by tungsten needles in a probe station. These tungsten
needles are connected to the external measuring circuits. In both cases, the whole setup is
placed in a Faraday cage to insulate from electromagnetic waves.
Figure 3.4.: A silicon chip connected to the external circuit either by encapsulating to a chip
carrier (a) or by a pair of tungsten needles mounted in a probe station (b).
3.2. Electrochemical experiments
Electrochemical deposition is a flexible and effective method of structuring and modifica-
tion of solid state surface. This is because that: 1, the electrochemical phase formation can
be easily controlled by the electrochemical potential and current; 2, the electrochemical
process is usually performed at room temperature, which is desirable since at high tem-
perature different materials will diffuse and contaminations will occur; 3, different kinds of
material such as metals, semiconductors and conducting polymers can be deposited with
corresponding solution. Due to the above mentioned reasons, nanofabrication by electro-
chemical deposition and etching become of increasing interests for both academic research
and industry application [94–97].
The electrochemical deposition and etching is suitable to fabricate nanostructures since
the process is reversible and can be performed until the desirable structures are made. The
reduction reaction can occur spontaneously when certain reduction reactants are presents,
and this process is refereed to “electroless deposition” [98, 99]. However, the deposition
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process take place under open circuits in the electroless deposition, thus, measuring the
electrochemical current and controlling the morphology of the deposited materials are diffi-
cult. The other situation is that the reduction process occurs under the external potential
control. In this case, the controlling and measuring the potential become feasible and
detailed study of deposition process can be performed.
With the gold atoms depositing on the nanogap electrodes, the electrodes approach to
each other, and the distance between the electrodes is decreased [20]. On the other side,
with the gold atoms on the electrode dissolving into the solution, the electrodes recede and
the distance between the electrodes becomes larger. Therefore, by switching the potential
between the deposition range and the etching range, the gap size of the predefined nanogaps
on silicon chip can be adjusted reversely.
The deposition rate and the morphology of deposited material can be also controlled by
the potential and current. In the nanogap fabrication, the gap size can be monitored by
the feed back signals such as tunneling current, impedance or the potential drop at the
electrochemical double layer. Various metals can be employed to deposit to a predefined
gap template, creating nanoscale gap from 1 nm to 100 nm. Atomic point contacts can
be also created if enough atoms are deposited, closing the nanoscale gap and forming a
connection in the atomic scale. This atomic scale connections show discrete conductance
and have potential application in single atom transistor and sensors.
Individually addressed nanogaps can be bridged by carbon nanotubes, conducting poly-
mers and even single molecules, forming nano-junction structures. By applying a bias to
the nano-junctions, the charge transport properties can be investigated. Provided with
appropriate conditions, such as vacuum chamber and cryostat, charge transport at low
temperature and high vacuum conditions can be studied. Even the optical properties of
the nanoscale object can be probed by adding a spectroscopic instrument.
3.2.1. Electrochemical investigation of macroelectrodes
• Before experiments, the electrochemical cell, all the glass and Teflon attachment were
cleaned by boiling in nitride acid and thoroughly rinsing with Milli-Q water.
• The gold electrodes were flame annealed before use and rinsed by Milli-Q water.
• The General Purpose Electrochemical System (GPES) (Eco Chemie B.V. Utrecht,
Netherlands) was used to control the potentiostat.
• For cyclic voltammetry, “cyclic voltammetry method (staircase)” was used. The first
conditioning potential was chosen to be the starting potential for 1 second. The num-
ber of scans was set from 3 to 10 depending to the stability of the curves. The option
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of “cell off” after measurement was chosen. The start potential and end potential
were chosen as required. The principle was that the potential ranges should be large
enough to cover the redox potentials but not too large to induce electrolysis of water.
The scan rate was set to 100 mV/s.
• For deposition/etching experiments, the “chrono methods” (interval time > 0.1 s)
were used. The potential and duration time was set as required. The potential of the
second working electrode was also set. A cut-off value of current was set to 1µA, and
when the recorded current reaches the cut off value, the operation would be stopped.
3.2.2. Electrochemical investigation of nanoelectrodes
• The operations of potentiostat and the GPES software were similar as the investiga-
tion of macroelectrodes.
• The chips were mounted on probe station which connected the nanoelectrodes to the
Autolab potentiostat by coaxial cables.
• After the nanogap chip was fabricated, a glass O ring was glued on the surface of the
chip by PDMS and a micro electrochemical cell was formed.
• The chip was placed on the holding stage in the Faraday cage by a vacuum chamber
and illuminated by optic fiber illuminator with a maximal intensity of 70,000 lx.
3.2.3. Electrochemical break junction setup
Adjusting the gap size by electrochemical deposition and etching requires a deposition
solution. However, most of measurements of molecules are performed in air, vacuum, or
a moderate liquid like phosphate buffer. To overcome this limitation, mechanical break
junction mechanism is combined with the electrochemical deposition/etching techniques to
generate adjustable nanogaps in liquid.
• A nanogap electrode chip was fabricated.
• The size of the nanogap was adjusted to the desired value or to atomic scale junctions
by the electrodeposition/etching.
• The chip was mounted on a mechanical controlled break junction setup and the de-
positing solution was removed. Then the gapsize of the nanogap was adjusted by
mechanically bending the substrate in air or in moderate solutions.
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3.3. Molecular junction assembly and measuring
The metal/molecules/metal junctions can be divided into two types according to the
number of molecules between the metal electrodes: single molecule junction and ensem-
ble molecule junction. Each type of molecular junction can be implemented in several
forms [100].
The single molecular junction is mainly realized by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),
conducting probe atomic force microscopy (cpAFM) and mechanical controlled break junc-
tions. One of the earliest works on STM related techniques appeared in 1996 [74], in which
isolated phenylethynyl thiolate molecules diluted in a less conducting dodecanethiolate
monolayer was investigated. Then many STM-based break junction experiments have
been reported to observe transport behavior through single molecules by incorporating
single molecules between two nanoscale contacts [101, 102]. The molecular junctions are
formed when a molecule in solution bridges a newly formed gap between the conducting
tip and the metal surface. The imaging ability of the STM provides the atomic scale
information of the chemical bonding and the conformation of the molecular junctions.
One example of ensemble molecular junctions is the liquid-metal junction formed by
suspending an Hg drop over a metal surface (Ag for instance) in a solution of thiol
molecules [103]. Another example is crossbar junctions made by evaporating or imprinting
a top electrode onto a molecular layer covalently bonded to a bottom electrode [104].
It is a critical step to bond molecules to conducting substrates used in both single-
molecule and ensemble junctions. The type of the molecule/metal bond determines the
degree of electronic coupling between the molecule and conductor and thus has a great
influence to the transport properties since the bonds determine the potential barriers in
the overall electronic properties of the device. The molecular orbitals are often broadened
due to the orbital mixing with metallic orbitals in the contact. If the coupling between the
molecules and the electrode is very strong, the electronic behavior of the molecular junctions
may be interface-dominated, and then the molecular structure has little influence on the
properties of the junctions. The common routines of bonding molecules to metal surface
include metal-sulfur [105, 106], Langmuir-Blodgett [107, 108], and covalent silicon-carbon
bonds [109, 110]. The coupling strength of these bonding is different and listed in the
Table. 3.2.
Table 3.2.: The bond type and the corresponding surface energy.
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The gold-thiolate bonds have been one of the most widely used approaches for making
single molecular junctions largely because they have stable coupling between the molecules
and the metal electrode, and Au-S bonds have been thoroughly characterized with spec-
troscopy, SPM, etc. The electrostatic bonds also find wide application in self-assembled
monolayers since the relatively weak bond energy allows the diffusion of molecules to an
ordered monolayer form. The Si-C and C-C bonds have much higher energy and are less
commonly used since they are generally less ordered. The covalent bonds can produce
strong electronic coupling between the metal electrode and molecules, which makes them
more advantageous for useful devices. However, in some fields like designing sensors, the
strong covalent bonds are not always appropriate. For example, if graphene is used as the
sensing material, the strong C-C bond would damage the structure of graphene and the
device will lose the functions.
Most of the molecular junctions involve only one type of bond (Au-S, for instance), a few
molecular junctions include more than one type of bond. For example, in the work of Wu et
al., molecules with thiol group at one end and aromatic groups at the other end were used.
Two such molecules were involved in the molecular junctions: the molecules were bond to
the gold electrode by the Au-S bond and molecule-molecule coupling was achieved by the
aromatic coupling [41]. The unique advantage of the heterogeneous molecular junctions is
that the charge transport properties through intermolecular coupling can be investigated.
The intermolecular charge transport mechanism is of fundamental importance for designing
sensors or understanding the electron pathway in the biological system.
3.3.1. Au/Benzenedithiol/Au junctions
• After the electrodeposited nanogaps are fabricated, the depositing electrolyte was
removed, and rinsed several times with Milli-Q water.
• Subsequently, the chip was immersed into the ethanol solution containing 1 mM ben-
zenedithil (BDT) for 10 minutes.
• The chip was rinsed by pure ethanol and blown dry with Argon gas.
• The chip was connected to the measuring instrument by tungsten needles and the
setup was placed in a Faraday cage to decrease the interference from the environmental
electromagnetic waves.
3.3.2. Au/cysteamine/ferrocene/cysteamine/Au junctions
After thorough testing of electrodeposited nanogaps by the model molecule benzenedithiol,
the mechanical break junction mechanism was introduced and an electrochemical break
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junction setup was established. This setup was used to investigate the intermolecular
charge transport through electrostatic interface by assembling molecular junctions based
on intermolecular electrostatic interactions. The assembly and characterization of electro-
static molecular junction were performed in aqueous solution. The establishment of an
electrochemical break junction experiment was a key to this study since electron transport
across electrostatically linked molecules can be only studied in solvents and not obtainable
under cryogenic and/or vacuum conditions.
To evaluate the appropriate pH range, cyclic voltammetry of cysteamine modified gold
electrodes with/without electrostatically adsorbed 1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic acid (FDA)
molecules was examined at different pHs. The procedures were as below:
• Gold electrodes defined on a chip with exposed area of 0.02 mm2 were used as working
electrodes (see Fig. 3.5).
• A gold wire with a diameter of 0.5 mm and an Ag/AgCl electrode (WPI inc., Ger-
many) were employed as counter electrode and reference electrode, respectively.
• The working electrode was firstly incubated in 0.1 mM cysteamine aqueous solution
for 10 minutes to form a cysteamine monolayer.
• The electrodes were subsequently rinsed with Milli-Q water (Millipore Co., 18.2 MΩ)
to remove the excess cysteamine molecules.
• The cysteamine modified electrode was incubated in 40 mM Britton-Robinson buffer
containing 0.1 mM 1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic acid molecules for 10 minutes
• The modified electrode was then rinsed with bare buffer to dissolve excess 1,1-ferrocene
dicarboxylic acid molecules. Note that this step can be omitted to perform cyclic
voltammetry with the presence of 1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic acid molecules.
• The cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were recorded by means of an Autolab potentiostat
(Metrohm B.V., Netherland) at different pHs
• The potential ranges of the cyclic voltammograms were set according to the applied
pH to avoid the interfering of gold oxidation at anodic potentials.
To reveal the charge transport process on single molecule level, measurements were
performed on a home-made electrochemical break junction setup, which was tailored for
measuring molecules in aqueous solution.
• Briefly, pairs of facing nanoelectrodes were fabricated on silicon chip and encapsulated
by PMMA layer
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Figure 3.5.: Performing cyclic voltammetry on chip. Working electrode (WE): gold electrode
defined on silicon chip encapsulated by PMMA with exposed area of 0.02 mm2.
Counter electrode (CE): gold wire with melting tip. Reference electrode (RE):
Ag/AgCl microelectrode. The leads are used to provide electrical connections to
the working electrode.
• The two electrodes were initially separated by a 150 nm gap and subsequently nar-
rowed by electrochemical deposition until a gold junction was formed.
• The electrode surface morphology was tuned by the deposition potential to generate
a dendritic surface, which results in smaller contact area between the electrodes and
better stability.
• The nanoelectrodes were incubated in 0.1 mM aqueous cysteamine solution for 10
minutes and then rinsed with Milli-Q water.
• Afterwards, it was immersed in 40 mM Britton-Robinson buffer containing 0.1 mM
1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic acid molecules and subsequently broken/closed by moving
the piezo.
• For the electrical characterization of the junction, a bias was applied by setting one
electrode at 0 V and the other at 0.13 V with respect to Ag/AgCl electrode.
4. Results and Discussions
The first part of the results describes the fabrication of nanogap electrodes with fixed
nanogap size on silicon chips. Firstly, arrays of facing micro-scale electrodes with initial
separation of 10µm were fabricated by optical lithography, which were used as conducting
leads and contact pads. Secondly, nanoscale electrodes with separation varying from 2 nm
to 100 nm were fabricated by electron beam lithography on the bases of the micro-scale
electrodes, which can be used as template electrodes for later electrochemical modification.
Finally, the surface morphology of the nanogap electrodes was modified and the size of
the nanogap was fine tuned by electrochemical methods. Needle-like nanogap electrodes
were obtained by electrodeposition at low overpotentials and the size of the nanogap was
tuned down to sub nanometer. The needle-like electrodes are more suitable to contact and
measure charge transport properties through molecules at single molecule level.
In the second part, simple molecular junctions Au/benzenedithiol/Au were assembled on
the electrodeposited needle-like nanogaps. The I-V curves of the Au/benzenedithiol/Au
were obtained but no definite conclusions were drawn from the I-V curves due to the limita-
tions of the fixed nanogap when measuring charge transport properties through molecules.
Theses limitations made it necessary to fabricate adjustable nanogaps that can be used in
solutions.
The third part illustrates the fabrication and characterization of an in-situ electrochemi-
cal break junction setup, which can generate nanoscale gaps up to 4 nm in aqueous solution
with low electrochemical leakage current.
The last part includes assembling and characterization molecular junctions based on
intermolecular electrostatic coupling. Junctions Au/cysteamine/ferrocene/cysteamine/Au
were dynamically formed and the conductance through the molecular junctions was mea-
sured on the electrochemical break junction setup. Since the ferrocene junctions were
repeatedly formed and broken, statistical analysis could be employed, which made the
results robust and convincing. The formation of the ferrocene junctions was based on
intermolecular coupling, in this way, the intermolecular charge transport across the elec-
trostatic interfaces was investigated on this well designed ferrocene junctions.
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4.1. Nanogap chip fabrication
This section starts with the pattern design of the nanoelectrodes. Rectangle-shaped nano-
electrodes or triangle-shaped nanoelectrodes were employed in the electron beam lithog-
raphy. The fabrication results showed that the triangle-shaped nanoelectrodes had better
stability and were more suitable for the following fabrication processes. The impact of
the exposure dose on the gap size is discussed and the relationship between the exposure
dose and gap size is employed to fabricate nanogaps with various gap sizes. The radius of
curvature of the nanoelectrodes fabricated by electron beam lithography was measured as
50 nm, which would be a disadvantage when measuring single molecules with this electron
beam lithography fabricated nanogaps. Focused ion beam etching was also tested to create
nanogaps by directly etching through a nanowire; however, the nearly parallel geometry
of the electrode tip would not be appropriate for measuring single molecules, since large
number of molecules would be incorporated between the nearly parallel nanogap electrodes.
The nanogaps are supposed to be used in aqueous solution, the insulation of the electrodes
is of vital importance. Due to the resolution of the optical lithography, misalignments were
found between the nanogap electrodes and the access windows structured on the insulat-
ing layer that should be right on top of the center of nanogaps. This misalignment caused
asymmetrical electrochemical responses. Electron beam lithography has high accuracy and
can create access window over nanogap electrode with fine alignment. So, electron beam
lithography was used for structuring the insulating layer covered on top of the nanogap elec-
trodes. Besides the organic insulating material, inorganic material SiNx was also tested.
SiNx demonstrated better insulating properties than organic materials; however, several
technical problems were found which hinder its applications in this work.
4.1.1. Micro-scale structures fabricated by optical lithography
Pattern design of micro-scale structures
The layout of conducting leads and contact pads was designed by AUTOCAD(Sec. 3.1.1).
Twenty nine pairs of facing electrodes with electrode width of 10µm and interval distance
of 100µm between the neighboring electrodes were designed on a 11 x 11 mm silicon chip as
in Fig. 4.1. Most groups placed one or two pairs of electrodes in their chip design because of
the easy of use [14,111–113]. In our work, the design of multiple electrodes arrays allowed
continuous experiments without stopping to replace the chip after the measurement of
one pair of electrodes. Using multiple pairs of electrodes also allows parallel fabrication of
nanogap electrodes as illustrated in the work of Johnston et al. [114] and Zhang et al. [115],
where large numbers of nanogaps were fabricated in a single process by using a feedback
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controlled electromigration. Square contact pads of 400 x 400µm were placed on the edge
of the chip (Fig. 4.1, right inset). Through these contact pads, connection between the
nanogap electrode and external circuits can be established by tungsten needles mounted
in probe station or chip carrier encapsulation. Test electrodes were provided for testing
the chip after fabrication. Conducting leads with a width of 10µm were evenly distributed
and the distance between the facing electrodes was set to be 10µm (Fig. 4.1, left inset).
Two markers were designed for aligning the following lithography. The first marker was a
cross used in the alignment of optical lithography and the second marker was a series of
squares of 20 x 20µm arranged in “L” shape, which was mainly used for the alignment in
electron beam lithography.
Figure 4.1.: Layouts of contact pads, conducting leads, and markers on a silicon chip.
Micro-scale structures
The detailed fabrication process by optical lithography is described in the experimental
section (Sec. 3.1.2). The micro-scale structures including contact pads, conducting leads
are presented in Fig. 4.2.
The micro-scale structures of electrodes were successfully fabricated and no obvious
structural defects on the electrodes were observed. The surface was clean and no visible
contaminations were found. The sizes of contact pad (400 x 400µm) and test electrodes
(50 x 400µm) were as designed. Note that the contact pads were already insulated and an
access window was opened right on top of the contact pads. The markers for both optical
lithography and electron beam lithography were also fabricated with fidelity. The results
indicated that the optical fabrication process was success and parameters used for optical
lithography were well optimized.
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Figure 4.2.: Micro-scale structure (contact pads, leads, markers) fabricated by optical lithogra-
phy
One problem of the structures fabricated by optical lithography was that the edge of the
electrodes was rounded (Fig. 4.2, left inset). The rounding effect at corners is a common
problem for photolithography [116]. In the exposure process, the UV light scatters at the
interface between the resist and the mask, and exposes the resist in proximity. The wafers
are placed on a vacuum chuck and contact with the mask by a pressure. The contact
modes can be chosen as soft contact mode or hard contact mode. In the “soft contact”
mode some space is left between the wafer and the mask, but in the hard contact mode
the wafer and mask is tightly pressed together. In this work, soft contact mode was used
since the structures on the surface of mask would damage the surface smoothness of the
resist in the hard contact mode. The space between the wafer and mask in soft contact
mode also enlarges the scattering effect of UV light. The lift-off process also contributes
to the rounding effect. Resist residues often accumulate at the corners, especially at acute
angles and right angles, which causes insufficient deposition of metal atoms when sputtering
and results in rounded corners. Several structure transfer steps were involved during the
lithography and each step introduced a deviation of structures from the last pattern. The
deviation accumulated and finally the rounded corners were observed. The exposure time
of 4.5 s was not the reason of the rounding corner, since if the exposure time was increased;
the rounding effect was not be removed. Although the rounded corner were observed,
the pattern fidelity of the structures was sufficient to use the micro-scale structures as
conducting leads and contact pads.
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4.1.2. Nanogap fabricated by electron beam lithography
Nanoelectrode design
The fine structures like pairs of facing nanoelectrodes were fabricated by electron beam
lithography. Rectangular electrodes were firstly designed and tested since the rectangle
shapes can be easily handled in the electron beam writing system (Sec. 3.1.1). The pattern
of rectangular electrode arrays was designed as a series of rectangles with decreasing elec-
trode width from 5µm to 50 nm (Fig. 4.3). The rectangle shape was exclusively used in
the e-beam lithography design since the rectangle shape has the best structural resolution
and fidelity [117]. An overlay area between the nanoelectrodes and the conducting leads
was set to ensure proper electric connection. In each pair of electrodes, two rectangular
electrodes were arranged face to face, forming a nanoscale gap of 150 nm (Fig. 4.3, right).
A nanowire pattern was also designed (Fig. 4.3b) in order to create nanogaps by electro-
chemical etching or ionic beam etching. Creating nanogaps was reported by Shi et al. [118]
and Blom et al. [119].
Figure 4.3.: (a) Arrays of facing nanoelectrodes with a 150 nm nanogap between the electrodes.
(b) Arrays of facing nanoelectrodes with a nanowire between them.
We found that one of the factors affecting the fidelity of the fabricated structures is
the acute or sharp corners in the nanostructures. As discussed in Sec. 4.1.1, the resist
residues accumulate at the corners and result in rounded corners during the lift-off process.
Therefore, in the structural pattern design, the number of corners of acute/right angles
should be reduced to a minimum to obtain high fidelity structures.
For example, the tip of the rectangular electrodes in Fig. 4.3 was placed at the edge of
the electrode instead of in the middle of the electrode. This design can reduce the number
of right corners from 4 to 3 (Fig. 4.4a). The number of the corners was further reduced to
1 in a triangular electrode design (Fig. 4.4b). The tip angle was set to 42◦ and a 0.1µm
overlap lead was designed to obtain electric connection between the tip electrode and the
conducting leads.
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In the following, the fabricated nanogap electrode is presented and the effect of corners
on the nanoelectrodes structures is discussed.
Figure 4.4.: (a) Reducing the number of right corners by placing the rectangular tip electrode
at the edge instead of in the middle or by using triangular nanoelectrodes. (b) a
nanogap design formed by a pair of facing triangular nanoelectrodes.
Fabrication of nanogap electrodes
The experimental details of fabricating nanogap electrodes are described in Sec. 3.1.3.
Arrays of facing rectangular nanoelectrodes were successfully fabricated on chip. The
overall structure were examined by SEM and shown in Fig. 4.5. From the image, it can
be seen that clean nanoelectrodes were obtained and a nanoscale gap of 150 nm between
the facing nanoelectrodes was formed. The width of the tip electrode was estimated to
be 50–60 nm. This values are similar as those in the work of Li et al., in which a pair of
rectangle-shaped electrodes with width of 60 nm and a gap of 60 nm were fabricated [113].
The initial gap of 150 nm is much narrower than the initial gap size (5µm) in the work of
Chen et al. [120]. The height of the side wall, which represented the thickness of the gold
layer, was estimated to be 60 nm. This value was consistent to metal sputtering parameters
(Sec. 3.1.3), which was 10 nm titanium and 50 nm of gold. The surface of the electrode
was not smooth and grainy particles of 10 nm were observed, which can be explained by
the cluster effect in the metal sputtering process. The surface roughness was measured to
be 4 nm by conductive AFM measurement [121]. This value was relative large compared
to the size of the nanogap (150 nm), which made it necessary to perform further treatment
like electrochemical surface modification. The rounding corners effect was also observed
but it was difficult to quantify the effect due to the resolution of the SEM images.
A major problem was found in the fabrication of rectangular nanoelectrodes, that the
tips of the rectangular nanoelectrodes were rather fragile and did not withstand further
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Figure 4.5.: SEM image of the rectangular nanogap electrodes fabricated by electron beam
lithography.
treatment like lift-off process. About half of the twenty nine pairs of electrodes were
damaged after the lift-off process and the entire tips were lost (Fig. 4.6).
Figure 4.6.: The tips of the nanoscale electrodes were damaged after lift-off process.
The damage of the electrode tips can be explained by the side wall effect in the electron
beam lithography. When using electron resist like PMMA, the boundary between the
exposed area and unexposed area is not vertical, but tilts with an estimated angle of 70◦
against the substrate (Fig. 4.7). When sputtering metals, the atoms fill in the exposed
area, forming nanowires with wedge-shaped cross-section. Thus, the actual width at the
bottom of the nanowire is less than the width at the top of the nanowire, resulting in a
very weak adhesion between the nanowires and the substrate. In addition, there are three
right corners in the design of rectangular electrodes and the resists accumulate easily at
these corners, which would in turn enhance the side wall effect, resulting in the weakest
points at the corners. It can be seen that the tip electrodes always break at the corner sites
(Fig. 4.6). This side-wall effect can be kept minimum by using two layers of resists with
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different solubility in developer. This method was used in the work of Zotti et al. [122] and
Kang et al. [28]. However, we did not continue to test two layer resist system.
Another consideration about the rectangular electrodes is the Joule heating produced
when a bias is applied between the electrodes. Since the width of the nanowire is around
50 nm and the width is smaller at the corners due to the side wall effect, the local heat-
ing at the corners may have caused the structure fragile during the measurements. A
example of the structural failure was illustrated in the work of Hadeed et al. [123]. The
electro-migration study of gold nanowire has revealed that the electromigration is thermally
assisted [124]. The electromigration and thermal runaway of the nanowire occur if the cross
section area of the junction is very small. It was also reported that at temperature over
100 ◦C, the gold electrode will self break [125]. Due to these reasons, triangle-shaped nano-
electrodes were used in the electromigration experiments [126, 127], and feedback circuits
were integrated into the electromigration processes to lower the bias when the cross section
areas of the junctions decreases. To prevent the thermal runaway, structures with small
cross section area should be avoided. In the electron transport study, bias potential as high
as 1 V is usually used to obtain the I-V curves through molecules. To avoid the thermal
runaway at the acute corners, the rectangular nanoelectrode were not used furthermore in
this work.
Figure 4.7.: Side wall effect during electron beam lithography, which caused a wedge-shaped
cross-section of the electrodes.
Considering the problems of using rectangular nanoelectrodes, the electrode geometry
was redesigned and triangular electrodes were tested as shown in Fig. 4.8. The experimental
procedures were the same as the fabrication of the rectangular electrodes except the pattern
design was different.
The triangular nanoelectrodes demonstrated better mechanical stability than the rectan-
gular nanoelectrodes and nearly no tip electrodes were damaged during the lift-off process.
The reason was that the number of acute/right corners was reduced to 1 (see nanoelectrode
design) and no weak points were left in the whole structures. In addition, the width of the
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Figure 4.8.: A pair of facing triangular nanoelectrodes fabricated by electron beam lithography.
nanoelectrodes (5µm, as indicated in Fig. 4.8) was designed much larger than the rectangu-
lar nanoelectrodes (50 nm) so that the side wall effect did not weaken the adhesion between
the nanoelectrodes and the substrate. A similar triangle-shaped nanogap electrodes ready
for electrochemical modification was obtained by Qing et al. [128] and Strachan et al. [129].
We have discussed in the previous part that small radius curvature is desirable when
using nanogap electrodes to contact molecules. Using triangular nanoelectrodes, radius of
curvature of the tip of the electrode were measured at 20 nm (Fig. 4.8). The tip angle
was set to 42◦ and further minimizing the tip angle would possibly decrease the radius of
curvature but it would be difficult to remain the mechanical stability of the nanoelectrodes.
The thickness of the PMMA resist also determined the structure resolution. In this work,
the thickness of PMMA is around 200 nm, and it is very difficult to achieve radius of
curvature smaller than 5 nm. In the following, electrochemical methods were employed to
obtain tip electrode with tip angle smaller than 42◦ and radius of curvature smaller than
5 nm (Sec. 4.2).
From the SEM image, a line of high intensity was observed at the bottom of the nano-
electrode, which was the overlay area between the tip electrode and the conducting leads.
The overlay area was designed to ensure the electric connection between the tip and the
leads (see nanoelectrode design), however, the thickness at the overlay area (120 nm) is
twice higher than the thickness at other area (60 nm).
Tune the gap size by exposure doses
Due to the scattering of the electrons at the resist/substrate interface and the internal
scattering within the resist, proximity effect always exists in the electron beam lithography.
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An illustration of the scattering of incident electron beam at the interfaces of PMMA/SiO2,
SiO2/Si was given in the work of Fischbein et al. [130]. If higher exposure doses are applied,
the proximity effect becomes more prominent and the actual exposed area would be much
larger than the designed pattern, resulting in over exposed structures. On the contrary,
if low exposure doses are used, under exposure structures would be created. Therefore,
appropriated exposure doses are required to generate structures with high fidelity. However,
in this work, we utilized this property to fine tune the separation distance between the
facing nanoelectrodes. The following part describes the relationship between the exposure
doses and the gap sizes.
Firstly, the exposure doses were tested over a relatively large rang from 180µC to 360µC
with a dose increase of 20µC. The gap size between the two facing electrodes was observed
to vary from 50 nm to total connection (Fig. 4.9), reflecting the impact of the exposure doses
to the nanostructures. Only three images were presented (180µC, 200µC, and 220µC),
since from 220µC, all the nanogap electrodes were connected. With exposure dose of
180µC, the gap size was equal to the designed 50 nm (Fig. 4.9a). With increased dose,
each electrode became larger and then the gap size was decreased to 25 nm. If higher dose
(200µC) was used, the nanogap came into total connection (Fig. 4.9c). The edge of the
nanoelectrodes was not straight and some residues of gold were observed, which was caused
in the lift-off process. The variations of gap size against the exposure doses indicated that
the exposure doses can be utilized to fine tune the gap sizes.
Figure 4.9.: A pair of facing nanoelectrodes fabricated by electron beam lithography under the
dose of 180µC (a), 200µC (b), and 220µC (c), forming open nanogap (a), (b), or
a total connection (c).
Secondly, the exposure doses were tested within a narrow ranges from 170µC to 205µC
with an increase step of 5µC. The SEM images of first six doses (170µC to 195µC) were
shown in Fig. 4.10, which demonstrated the nanogap sizes varying from 20 nm to total
connection. For the 200µC and 205µC, the nanoelectrodes were totally connected as
for the 195µC. A nanogap of 2 nm was obtained when the dose was set to 190µC. The
relationship between doses and nanogap sizes was listed in the table below the images.
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From the table, it was estimated that every dose increase of 5µC could induce a decrease
of nanogap size of 3–5 nm. Therefore, tuning the nanogap sizes by the exposure doses was
achieved. This method of tuning nanogap size by exposure doses has not been reported
before.
However, it was difficult to predict the sizes of the nanogap by the exposure doses,
since the electron beam writing system was not exactly same for each writing batch due
to the slight change of writing conditions, such as the drift of the electron beam, local
heating effect caused by the electrons, or electron resists properties. Although the writing
conditions remained same in the same batch of writing, variation from batch to batch was
observed. For example, at 180µC, the nanogap size of 50 nm was generated in the wide
range exposure dose test (Fig. 4.9), but only 10 nm was observed in the narrow exposure
dose test (Fig. 4.10). This variation from batch to batch made it difficult to fabricate
nanogaps with faithful sizes, since it would be necessary to do dose series test all the time,
which means that the majority of the chips cannot be used.
Figure 4.10.: Fine tuning nanogap size by the exposure doses in electron beam lithography.
Radius of curvature of the electrode tip
Another problem which limits the use of nanogaps directly fabricated by the electron beam
lithography is the radius of curvature of the electrode tip.
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Although 2 nm nanogaps can be fabricated, which in principle can be directly used for
measuring molecules with similar size, the radius of the curvature of the electrode tip was
measured at 50 nm (Fig. 4.11a), which was one order larger than the gap size.
Figure 4.11.: (a) The radius of curvature of the nanogap electrode fabricated by electron beam
lithography. (b) Multiple molecules would be involved in the charge transport
process. (c) Estimation of the number of involved molecules by a simple model.
Supposing the target molecules have a length of 2 nm and a layer of self-assembled
monolayer is formed on the electrode surface (Fig. 4.11b), the molecules are assembled into
molecular junctions at the narrowest part of the nanogap. To fit the size of the 2 nm long
molecules, two nanoelectrodes with separation of 2 nm at the narrowest part are required.
Since molecules are adsorbed to the electrode surface, it is inevitable that the molecules
will get touch into each other at other part of the nanogap beside the narrowest portion.
It is possible that two molecules are aligned in a chain and form molecular junction with a
4 nm gap (indicated in the Fig. 4.11b). Thus, the measured currents through the junctions
in this configuration actually are composed of currents through many molecules.
The number of the involved molecules in the molecular junctions can be estimated by
a simple model (Fig. 4.11c). Considering the configuration where rod-like molecules are
incorporated between a pair of facing nanoelectrodes and supposing the molecules are
2 nm long, the narrowest part of the nanogaps should be as the same size as the molecule
(Fig. 4.11b). At the area where the gap distance varies from 2 nm to 4 nm, one single
molecule dose not exactly fit into the gap, thus, electron transport pathway can not be
established across single molecule. However, electron transport pathway can be possibly
formed between the neighboring molecules. At the area where gap distance is larger than
4 nm, the molecules will absorb on either side of the electrodes and will not influence each
other. The area where molecules influence each other (the red area in Fig. 4.11c) can be
estimated as 314 nm2. If the molecules are rod like with a diameter of 5 A˚, then the surface
of the cross section of the molecules is 0.2 nm2. Therefore, over 1000 molecules can be ad-
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sorbed on the electrode surface and will be involved in the charge transport when a bias is
applied on the junction. This scenario is contrary to the aim of our experiment, which is to
measure single molecules properties and make it necessary to modify the surface morphol-
ogy to get appropriate electrode tip geometry. Thus, the geometry of the nanoelectrode
needs to be modified before use and sharp electrodes with small radius of curvature are
desired.
Another reason to obtain a small radius of curvature is that the size of the electrode
affects the conductance of the nanogap. If electrode with large radius of curvature are
used, the nanogap resistance switching effect will be more pronounced because of the atom
electromigration at multiple local sites on the metal surface [131].
Based on the above mentioned reasons, it is concluded that the nanogaps fabricated
by the electron beam lithography are not appropriate to use in measuring charge trans-
port properties of single molecules. Further modification methods are required to obtain
nanogaps not only with reproducible and consistent sizes, but also with a small radius of
curvature under 3 nm.
4.1.3. Fabricating nanogaps by focused beam etching
In the above mentioned sections, the fabrication of micro-scale structures by optical lithog-
raphy and nanogap electrodes by electron beam lithography are discussed. In this part,
the generation of nanogaps by cutting a nanowire by ionic etching is introduced.
Following the design of nanowire (Fig. 4.3), a nanowire was fabricated by electron beam
writer on the bases of conducting leads fabricated by optical lithography. The nanowire
was etched in the middle by focused ion beam and a nanogap with the size of 100 nm was
generated (Fig. 4.12a). The exposed area of the etched electrodes was symmetric and very
small about 0.01µm2. The electrodes were covered by three layers of PMMA for insulation
(Sec. 5.1.4), and the measured thickness of the insulating layer was 400 nm (Fig. 4.12b).
The ionic beam etching was also used in the work of Shi et al. [118], where a similar 100 nm
gap was generated by the ion beam etched nanoelectrode. Blom et al. also employed the
focused ion beam milling to fabricated highly reproducible 50 nm nanogaps [119].
Insulated nanowire was used in this work instead of bare gold electrodes used in the
work of Blom et al. [119]. The advantage of using ionic etching is that the exposed area of
the nanogap electrodes only depends on the cross section of the electrodes. This value is
much smaller than the exposed area generated by an access window (5.8µm2, Sec. 4.1.4)
and much lower electrochemical current can be expected from such small exposed area,
which is desirable when measuring the low level current through molecules. However,
the disadvantage of using focused ion beam is that it only cut the nanowire one by one,
which is very time-consuming. Another problem is that the etched nanowire does not
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Figure 4.12.: Top view (a) and side view (b) of the nanogaps generated by etching into a
nanowire.
have a sharp tip, which is not a favorable configuration for the following electrochemical
modification as discussed in Sec. 4.1.2. Although the focused ion beam has the ability
to shape the electrode to any geometry; much more effort is needed than the common
lithography techniques. Therefore, this technique has not been used anymore in this work.
4.1.4. Insulation of the electrodes
Structuring insulating layer by optical lithography
In the above sections, the fabrication of micro-scale structures by optical lithography and
nanogap electrodes by electron beam lithography were discussed. In addition, the nanogaps
created by ionic beam etching were also demonstrated. The nanogaps fabricated by elec-
tron beam lithography were used for further electrochemical modification. Using electro-
chemical deposition/etching, the sizes of the nanogap can be fine adjusted and the surface
morphology of the electrodes can be modified.
Before further treatment by electrochemical method, all the surface of metal electrodes
need to be covered by organic or inorganic dielectric materials except the very tip of the
nanogap electrodes and the contact pads. If the electrodes are not insulated well, the
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electrochemical current will be very huge and cannot be used in any aqueous environment.
Several groups fabricated nanogaps for using in liquid environment, but no insulating layer
or no proper insulation was found on these nanogap electrodes. For instance, in the work
of Kiguchi et al. [27], the electrodes were covered by hand with wax, and the whole notched
area was exposed, which resulted in an electrochemical leakage current of 0.5µA. Tian et al.
used SiO2 to insulate electrodes and access window with dimention of 50µm was opened on
top of the electrodes [132], while the electrochemical leakage current was not characterized.
Kang et al. did not use any insulation procedures for the nanoelectrodes [28].
The maximum exposed area of the exposed surface can be estimated as following steps.
Supposing tunneling current as low as 1 pA is measured, the capacitance current cannot ex-
ceed 1 pA, otherwise the electrochemical current would interfere with the tunneling current.
According to Eq. (2.45) , the steady state capacitance current is vCd and the maximum
capacitance is 10−5 µF, given that the potential sweeping rate is set to 0.1 V/s. Considering
the capacitance at gold/electrolyte [133] is in the order 10µF/cm2, the maximum exposed
area should not exceed 100µm2.
In this work, both organic and inorganic materials were tested to insulate the electrodes.
To open an access window on top of the nanoelectrodes, lithography techniques were used.
One possible option is using photoresist AZ 5214 as the insulating layer. The experi-
mental procedures were same as Sec. 3.1.2 except that a different mask was used. Firstly,
a layer of photoresist AZ 5214 was applied on the chip, on which the conducting leads
and nanogap electrodes were already fabricated. Then an access window was opened by
standard optical lithography procedures (Fig. 4.13).
Figure 4.13.: Insulating metal electrode by photoresist (AZ 5214). Inset picture shows the access
window on top of the nanogaps with misalignment between the access window and
the nanogap center.
The access window for the nanogap was designed to be a circle right on top of the
nanogap center with a diameter of 10µm and an exposed electrode area of 2.9µm2 for
each electrode which can be estimated from the designed pattern (Fig. 4.13), right lower,
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red triangles). However, from the graph shown in Fig. 4.13, a misalignment between the
center of the access window and center of the nanogap was observed. A displacement was
measured at 3µm between the center of the access circle and the center of the nanogap. A
misalignment between the insulation layer and the tip of the electrode was also observed
in the work of Tian et al. [132] and the displacement was estimated around 2µm from the
SEM images. For the work of Kiguchi et al. [27], the alignment between the insulating
layer and the electrodes were not clear due to the lack of the data.
The alignment between the two structures has been achieved by the marker alignment
(Fig. 4.2). The mask and the substrate have the same marker structure on the surface
and to make alignment, the position of the markers on mask and substrate is required to
coincide. However, several reasons made it difficult to obtain accurate alignment between
the markers on the wafer and the markers on the masks. Firstly, the markers on the wafers
were fabricated by optical lithography and the edge of the markers was rounded, which
hindered the accurate alignment between markers. Secondly, the adjustment of positions
of mask/substrate was performed under the optical microscopy. The focus depth of the
microscopy at high magnification used in the mask aligner was very shallow, which made
it very difficult to clearly observe the markers on the wafer and the markers on the mask
at the same time. Another reason was that several mechanical operations were needed
to perform the exposure, which would produce displacement between the wafer and the
mask and generated misalignment between the center of opening window and the tip of
the nanogap electrodes (Fig. 4.13).
The misalignment observed in Fig. 4.13 resulted in an exposed area of 5µm2 at one
electrode and 0.5µm2 at the other electrode. Which makes it difficult to measure molec-
ular properties in liquid since the electrochemical response of the two electrodes would
be different. The electrochemical current can be examined by cyclic voltammetry. The
cyclic voltammetry of the nanogap electrode with misalignment insulation is presented in
Fig. 4.14.
From Fig. 4.14, it can be seen that the reduction peak value for the first electrode
(0.08 nA) is five times smaller than the second electrode (0.4 nA). From the cyclic voltam-
mograms, the electrode surface can also be estimated [134]. By integrating the reduction
current peak over time, the total charge transferred at the electrode surface were calcu-
lated as 1 x 10−11 C and 1.1 x 10−10 C. Since the theoretical charge transfer density at gold
surface is 448µC/cm2, the actual electro-active surface can be estimated to 2µm2 for the
first electrode and 20µm2 for the second electrode. The surface area value calculated from
the cyclic voltammograms was 4 times larger than the surface area calculated from the
SEM images, which reflected the roughness of the electrode surface.
The result of the different exposed electrode area is that the electrochemical current
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Figure 4.14.: Cyclic voltammograms from nanogap electrodes with misaligned access window.
through each electrode is different from each other even if the potential applied on each
electrode is kept at the same level. An example of the asymmetrical electrochemical cur-
rent is the asymmetrical deposition caused by different depositing current. When the two
electrodes were immersed in aqueous solution, performing electrodeposition, the different
exposed electrode surface would cause asymmetrical deposition: more gold atoms were de-
posited at one electrode than the other electrode. One instance of asymmetrical deposition
is shown in Fig. 4.15, which demonstrated that more gold atoms were deposited to the left
electrode than the right electrode. This situation was also appeared in the work of Tian et
al. [132], where more atoms were deposited on one electrode.
Figure 4.15.: Asymmetrical deposition caused by the different exposed surface area of the elec-
trodes.
In molecular electronics, measuring the I-V curves through molecules is usually required.
In aqueous environment, the measured current contains the electrochemical current at
electrode/electrolyte surfaces of both electrodes. If the electrochemical current is different
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for each electrode at the same potential, the total electrochemical current is different when
the bias between the two electrodes changes directions, causing asymmetric I-V curves.
For instance, the electrochemical current for a configuration of 5µm2/1V, 0.5µm2/-1V is
different from the opposite configuration 5µm2/-1V, 0.5µm2/1V (here, “5µm2/1V” refers
to an electrode with exposed areas of 5µm2 and the potential applied on this electrode
is set to 1 V). This situation is not desirable for measuring I-V curves through molecules
since the electrochemical current imposed to the tunneling current would be different for
the forward sweeping and backward sweeping and the resulting I-V curves will be very
difficult to explain. For instance, asymmetric I-V curves were observed in the work of
Tian et al. [132], but no satisfactory explanation was provided.
Since the misalignment problem was difficult to eliminate, the structuring of insulating
layer by optical lithography was not appropriate in this work. Thus, more accurate method
like electron beam lithography was used.
Structuring insulating layer by electron beam lithography
To minimize the misalignment problem, electron resists PMMA was used as insulating layer
and electron beam lithography was used to form the access window. Since the thickness
of single PMMA layer (PMMA 600k, 6000 rpm) is around 200 nm, it is not enough to
insulate the electrode. Thus, three layers of PMMA (600k/900k/600k, Sec. 3.1.4) were spin
coated on the wafer then the normal electron beam lithography procedures were applied
(Sec. 3.1.3).
The PMMA is resistant to common acid electrolytes (sulfuric acid up to 10%) and base
electrolyte (potassium hydroxide 40%). In our experiments, only electrolytes with pH value
from 2.0 to 10.0 were used, so the PMMA layer could provide enough chemical resistance.
The representative structures are shown in Fig. 4.16.
Figure 4.16.: Insulating electrode by PMMA layers. An access window with diameter of 10µm
is right on top of the center of the nanogap.
Using PMMA as the insulating material, the alignment between the nanogap and the
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access window was fairly good and the position of the nanogap center and the circle center
nearly coincided. The size of the exposed area in both nanogap electrodes was equal under
the resolution of optical microscope, with a total exposed area of 5.8µm2(2.9µm2 for each
electrode), which agreed with the designed value (Fig. 4.4). The electric characterization
of the insulating layer will be discussed in the next chapter.
During the encapsulation, the overlay area between the optical lithography fabricated
structures and the electron beam lithography fabricated structure were found to easily
introduce insulating failure and produce unexpected electrochemical leakage current. The
reason was that the height of the overlay area was twice as high as the height over other
area, which resulted in a thinner insulating layer at the overlay area than at other part.
To deal with this problem, one-step electron beam lithography was used to fabricate both
the conducting leads and the nanogap electrodes. In this way, overlay area was eliminated
and the height of the insulating layer was the same elsewhere. This treatment lowered
the probability of generating electrochemical leakage current caused by uneven covering of
PMMA layers.
Inorganic insulating materials
In above sections, the insulation of nanoelectrodes by optical lithography and electron beam
lithography was introduced and the material is either photoresist AZ 5214 or electron resist
PMMA. In next part, the inorganic material SiOx/SiNx as insulating material is described.
SiNx is a widely used insulating material and has good resistance to the aqueous solution
or organic solution [112,135–137]. Here, a layer of 200 nm SiNx was applied on the nanogap
chip by PECVD (Sec. A.4). The thickness of the SiNx was chosen as 200 nm. The next step
was to open the access window in the SiNx layer. If the 200 nm SiNx needs to be etched,
very thick resists are required, since the plasma also etches the resists. Thus electron resist
PMMA is not suitable here, since the thin layer of PMMA would be etched away in RIE.
Therefore, photoresist AZ 5214 was used and the access windows were opened by optical
lithography.
Firstly, AZ 5214 was applied on the chip and an access window was opened by optical
lithography. Then the chip was etched by RIE (Sec. 3.1.4) and an access window in the
SiNx layer was opened on the nanogap electrodes (Fig. 4.17).
From Fig. 4.17, it can be seen that the very tips of the nanogap electrodes were lost
during the fabrication process which was discussed in the previous chapter (Fig. 4.6). The
RIE process was successful: the nanogap electrodes were exposed and the SiOx substrate
was not been damaged. The edge of the access window was smooth but under-etching
was observed. This type of under-etching was also observed in the word of Howell et al.,
where one-dimensional silicon nanogaps were fabricated by top-down methods [138]. The
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Figure 4.17.: Silicon Nitride insulated chip, an access window was opened on the nanogap.
misalignment between the access window and the nanogap center was also observed. This
was clear because of the optical lithography.
Although Tian et al. used SiNx to insulate the gold electrodes [132], in our work, we
found SiNx is not a suitable material for insulating electrodes. The problem of using
SiOx/SiNx as insulating material is the weak adhesion between the gold electrodes and the
SiNx layer. It was found that even slight mechanical force applied by probe station needles
can make the SiNx layer peeled off from the silicon substrates. Thus, the SiNx insulating
layer was not further used and PMMA insulating layers were employed. The mechanical
stability of PMMA layer is quite good and no peeling off of the PMMA layer was observed
during our experiments. Besides, the electrolyte used in this work is ordinary inorganic
acid or base and PMMA layer showed resistance to such electrolytes.
Summary
In summary, gold nanogap arrays consisting of 29 pairs of facing electrodes were fabricated
by electron beam lithography on a silicon wafer (Fig. 4.18a). The wafers were encapsulated
by PMMA layers with an opening window above the electrode tip, allowing a small area
exposed to the electrolyte (Fig. 4.18b). The insulating PMMA cover was aimed to reduce
the parasitic current from electrode/liquid interface. The triangle shape of the electrode
tip provided a template for the electrochemical deposition, and supported the fabrication
of nanoelectrodes with sharp tips. The conducting leads had a width of 10µm, ensuring
low feed line resistance (100 Ω) and little joule heating. The SEM image of the electrode
tip with a gap size of 150 nm was shown in Fig. 4.18c.
From the SEM image, the electrode surface does not show obvious residuals from the
fabrication processes and the roughness of the surface is homogeneous on the nanoscale;
although, some residue particles exist on the edge of the electrode, which were possibly
generated during the lift-off process. We did not see any influence from such residue
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particles during the electrodeposition process.
An initial gap size of 150 nm was chosen as a compromise between fabrication efforts
and deposition time. Since larger electron beam size can be used in larger structures.
Using electron beam lithography smaller electrode gaps down to 20 nm could be generated;
however, the processing time and defecting rates would increase also. On the other hand,
wide electrode distance would lead to very long deposition time due to the very small
deposition rates we used in our experiments.
Figure 4.18.: Summary of the fabricating nanogap electrode by electron beam lithography.
4.2. Electrochemical modification of nanogap electrodes
In last chapter, the fabrication of nanogap electrodes by electron beam lithography was
discussed. The size of the nanogap cannot be adjusted reproducibly and the radius of
curvature at the electrode tip was too large for the incorporation of single molecules.
To overcome the problems, electrochemical modification methods were applied for the
modification of the nanogap electrodes.
In this chapter, the results of modifying surface morphology of nanogap electrode and
fine tuning the gap size by electrochemical methods are described. The cyclic voltammetry
was firstly investigated on both macro-scale electrodes and nanoscale electrodes. The CV
of nanoscale electrode showed a steady state electrochemical response. Since the electro-
less deposition is lack of control so that the surface morphology is difficult to modify [139],
this technique was not used in this work. Here, potentiostatic deposition techniques were
employed to deposit atoms on the predefined nanogap electrodes. The mechanism of nucle-
ation and crystal growth was studied by transient current analysis. The surface morphology
modification by the deposition potential was also investigated. Potentiodynamic deposition
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was tested but this deposition routine was not further used in this work due to the lack of
morphology control. The gap sizes were conveniently tuned by potentiostatic electrodepo-
sition and etching. Atomic scale junctions can be formed and quantized conductance was
observed. Nanogaps with the size of down to sub 1 nm can be deposited, which were stable
at least in 25 seconds.
4.2.1. Cyclic voltammetry
Choosing electrolytes for electrodeposition
Many factors influence the electrodeposition process such as overpotential, current density
and buffer composition.
Different electrolytes containing copper [140] and platinum [113] have been employed in
the electrodeposition process. Nanogaps fabricated from gold containing electrolyte are
typically not stable due to the high mobility of gold atoms; although gold is an important
material for the fabrication of molecular devices because of its ability to be polarized at
large potential ranges. In molecular electronics, large voltage biases between electrodes
allow for the electrical addressing of molecular orbitals with larger energy separation from
the Fermi level. This is difficult to achieve for copper and catalytically active platinum.
Furthermore, there exists a well established surface chemistry, which is based on thiol
and amino linker residues and can be utilized when attaching functionalized molecules to
electrodes. Recently, stable gold nanogaps were fabricated using iodine-containing medium
which featured slow electrodeposition rates [118]. However, iodine is known to adsorb
strongly into gold surfaces and might affect the binding of target molecules [141].
The simple cations of gold are not stable in aqueous medium and only complex form
of metal ions can be employed in the electrochemical deposition process. Typical gold
deposition solutions are [Au(CN)2]
−, [AuCl4]−, [Au(SO3)2]−, [Au(S2O3)2]3−. The gold
cyanide buffer is very easily to generate toxic gas, so it was not used here. The sulfite
thiosulfate solution is a new type of gold deposition solution developed during the last
decade [142,143]. The pH of sulfite thiosulfate buffer is in neutral range so it is compatible
with the photoresist layer and produces little damage to the photoresist. However, during
the preparation of sulfite thiosulfate buffer, the pH value needs to be strictly kept in a
narrow range and this process is not easy to control, so this type of depositing buffer was
not used in this experiment.
In our experiment, a conventional chloride-containing gold (III) solution was employed
to fabricate nanogaps. The solution has been studied for many years [144, 145] and the
preparation of such solution is very simple. In this systems, the active metal ions are
[AuCl4]
− and the overall deposition reaction can be expressed as the following steps [146]:
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[AuCl4]
− + 3e− → Au + 4Cl−
Detailed studies indicate that the reduction of gold complexes [AuCl4]
− to gold atoms
includes several steps:
[AuCl4]
− → [AuCl2]+ + 2Cl−
[AuCl2]
+ + 2e− → [AuCl2]−
[AuCl2]
− + e− → Au + 2Cl−
High concentration of lithium chloride was added in order to inhibit the disassociation
of the [AuCl4]
− complex to the [AuCl2]+ complex.
Cyclic voltammetry for both macroelectrodes and nanoelectrodes
Usually, performing cyclic voltammetry (CV) is the first step of electrochemical analysis,
since the CV provides information about the diffusion mode, redox potentials and so on.
Firstly, cyclic voltammetry in macro-scale setup was performed (Sec. A.6) and the results
were shown in Fig. 4.19.
Figure 4.19.: Cyclic voltammetry of gold deposition solution with macro gold electrodes
For the macro electrode (Sec. A.6), cyclic voltammetry was performed and a reduction
peak was observed at 0.4 V. The overall shape of the CV of macro electrodes is similar
as the CV of stationary glassy carbon electrodes [145]. The oxidation of the gold wire
started at 0.8 V and had a maximum at 1.5 V. At potentials more negative than 0.7 V, the
cathodic current increase sharply which indicate the crystal growth in three dimensions.
At potential 0.4 V, the cathodic current reached the maximum and deposition process was
then controlled by diffusion at potential more negative than 0.4 V. The diffusion limited
deposition process also reflected in the limiting diffusion current during the reversed anodic
scan.
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Since the tuning of gap size and modification of the electrode morphology is performed
on the nanoscale electrodes and the diffusion mode in the nanoscale is different from the
diffusion in macro-scale, it is necessary to investigate the cyclic voltammetry of nanogap
electrodes directly on chip in order to obtain the required potential for deposition or etching.
The CV of a gold nanoelectrode in chloroauric acid depositing solution was shown in
Fig. 4.20. For the nanoelectrodes, the peak reduction current (10 nA) was five orders of
magnitude smaller than that of the macro wire (1 mA) due to the very small surface area
exposed to the electrolyte (see Fig. 4.16). This value is in the same order as in the work
of Meszaros et al. [140], where small access window was also used in insulating layers.
However, the reduction current of electrodes were not characterized in the work of Chen et
al [120], Kervennic et al. [147]. The oxidation range of the nanoelectrode was not measured
because the nanoelectrode would be dissolved very easily at anodic potentials (the dissolved
electrodes were not shown here). The CV shape of the nanoelectrode is different from that
of the macro electrode, because the diffusion mode for the nanoelectrode is semi-spherical
(Eq. 2.51), whereas a unidirectional diffusion can be assumed for the macro electrodes.
The difference between the unidirectional diffusion and radial diffusion has been discussed
in Sec. 2.2.4.
Figure 4.20.: Cyclic voltammetry of gold deposition solution with nanoelectrodes
In the following part, the relation between overpotential and electrode morphology was
investigated and the morphology of the deposited material was found to be directly related
to the overpotential. Using this dependency, we established a routine to fabricate nanogaps
with needle-like surface on predefined facing electrodes and investigated organic molecules
incorporated in the electrodeposited nanogaps.
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4.2.2. Potentiostatic deposition and morphology modification
One of the used deposition methods is the potentiostatic deposition. In this method, the
applied potential is set constant and the depositing process is monitored by the electro-
chemical current. The deposition process can be described by nucleation on the surface and
the following crystal growth. The mechanism of nucleation has been intensively studied
on macroscale electrode like carbon or highly oriented pyrolytic graphite. However, the
mechanism of nucleation and crystal growth on gold nanoelectrode has not been studied
yet. Therefore, the mechanism investigation of electrodeposition on the nanoelectrode is
first presented in the following part.
Mechanism of nucleation and crystal growth
The mechanism of nucleation and crystal growth in nanoscale was investigated by the
transient current analysis. Fig. 4.21 shows depositing current curves recorded at different
potentials in the range from 0.52 V to 0.60 V. The current transient exhibits a shoulder
for potentials smaller than 0.58 V. As the applied potential was lowered, the current max-
imum became more pronounced and its height increased and position shifted negatively
as the potential became more cathodic, which is typical nucleation current and can be
explained by classical nucleation theory [148–150]. After about 5 s, the current reached a
plateau and the depositing current was mainly determined by the overpotential according
to Butler-Volmer equation (Sec. 2.2.3). Then the increase of the electrochemical current
can be observed due to the increasing surface area with the proceeding deposition process.
At larger overpotentials (the potential between the applied potential and the equilibrium
potential, Sec. 2.2.3), the depositing rate was much higher than the rate at small over-
potentials. Thus the electrochemical current increased more quickly at 0.52 V than at
0.56 V. Therefore, choosing the right potential in the potentiostatic deposition method is
very important, since the potentials not only control the mode of nucleation but also the
total deposition. Furthermore, different deposition modes result in very different surface
morphology, and the nanogap morphology is an important parameter when incorporating
the molecules between the nanogaps. The relation between deposition potential and the
surface morphology of the deposited material will be discussed in the next parts.
After simple analysis, the peak position (imax, tmax) in the depositing curves (Fig. 4.21)
can be obtained. Then, the transient current curve (i vs. t) can be easily converted to
dimensionless (i/imax)
2 vs. (t/tmax) plots. Two representative transient curves at 0.52 V
and 0.54 V were transformed to dimensionless plots (Fig. 4.22). The theoretical curves
corresponding to ideal progressive and instantaneous nucleation were also presented in the
same plot for comparison (Fig. 4.22) according to Eq. 2.56 and Eq. 2.57. In this figure,
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Figure 4.21.: Initial current during depositing gold atoms on a gold nanoelectrode at different
potentials.
if the experimental curves fit into the theoretical progressive nucleation curves, then the
actual nucleation progress is assumed to be in progressive mode; if the curves fit into
the theoretical instantaneous nucleation curves, then the actual process is supposed to be
in instantaneous mode [86, 151]. From Fig. 4.22, it was seen that the transient current
obtained at 0.52 V and 0.54 V do not fit either of the theoretical curves. This is typical for
all chronoamperometric curves obtained for Au (III) deposition with high concentration of
LiCl [145]. In the longer time, the curves approach instantaneous deposition. The curves
at other potential have similar features. The deviation of dimensionless plots from the
ideal models indicates that it is difficult to categorize the nucleation mechanisms as purely
instantaneous or purely progressive.
Figure 4.22.: Non-dimensional (i/imax)
2 vs. (t/tmax) plots of potentiostatic transient current for
deposition of gold compared to the theoretical curves corresponding to the models
of progressive nucleation and instantaneous nucleation.
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The growth modes can be determined by analyzing the rising part of the transient current
(0–1 s). The i vs. tb plots give information about the deposition kinetics according to b value
(Table 2.1) [86, 87]. For the transient current at 0.52 V, the relationship was plotted with
different b values for comparison (Fig. 4.23). It can be seen that when b is 3/2, plot is linear
in the range from 0.6 s to 1 s, which indicates the deposition was progressive nucleation and
diffusion limited growth, according to table 2.1. It is unclear whether the diffusion mode
is planar or spherical from the i vs. tb plots.
Figure 4.23.: i vs. tb plots with different b values to investigate the mechanisms of nucleation
and growth.
The fitting of Cottrell equation (Eq. 2.47) of the current time transient is displayed in
Fig. 4.24. It can be seen that the early stage of the deposition (the first 6 seconds) fit
the Cottrell equation well, which indicates that the deposition was diffusion-controlled at
the initial stage but in longer time the deposition was not diffusion limited anymore. This
result agrees with the work of Martin et al. [13], where the first 7 seconds deposition was
under diffusion control.
From the transient current curves (Fig. 4.21), it can be seen that the deposition current
reaches a plateau after about 5 s, the plateau was at different current values for different
deposition potentials. The difference of the plateau values can be explained by the Butler-
Volmer equation: the log i vs. η (η is the overpotential) plot, which is also known as Tafel
plot (Fig. 4.25), exhibits a linear relationship, which agrees with the Butler-Volmer equa-
tion (Eq. 2.41) and indicates that the deposition at this stage was charge transfer controlled.
Otherwise, if the deposition is diffusion controlled, the deposition current at different de-
positing potential would converges to same value. The diffusion controlled deposition was
observed in the work of Komsiyska et al. [152].
In summary, the analysis of transient current indicates that at first stage of deposition,
the nucleation is progressive and the growth is diffusion limited (Fig. 4.22 and Fig. 4.23),
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Figure 4.24.: Cottrell fitting to the transient current. The first stage of the deposition is almost
linear (the red line).
Figure 4.25.: Linear relationship between log i and overpotential in the steady state indicates
that the deposition follows Butler-Volmer equation.
however, in the long times, the growth turns into kinetic controlled (Fig. 4.24).
Dependency of the surface morphology on the depositing potentials
To investigate the relationship between the deposition potential and the surface morphol-
ogy, a series of deposition experiments was performed at potential from 0.4 V to 0.6 V. A
electrochemical setup with four-electrode electrochemical configuration was used: the fac-
ing nanoelectrodes were used as two independent working electrodes. An Ag/AgCl micro
electrode was used as the reference electrode and a platinum wire was used as counter
electrode. The potential of the two working electrodes were set to a bias of 13 mV in order
to monitor the tunneling current between the two electrodes when they were getting closed
enough.
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The presence of multiple parallel pairs of nanoelectrodes on the chip provides a convenient
environment for performing series of deposition. After deposition at one pair of electrodes,
simply electrically connect the next pair of electrode to the potentiostat by placing the
tungsten needles in the probe station and adjust the deposition potential accordingly. Part
of the deposited chip was shown in Fig. 4.26.
Figure 4.26.: Potentiostatic deposition at different potentials performed successively on nanogap
electrode arrays.
A close look by SEM revealed the influence of the deposition potentials on the mor-
phology of the deposited gold material (Fig. 4.27). Typical SEM images (Fig. 4.27a, b,
c) represent the nanogaps deposited at potentials around 0.45 V (a), 0.55 V (b) and 0.6 V
(c), respectively. By comparing (a) and (c), it is observed that high overpotentials produce
smooth, bump-like gold depositions between the nanogaps and low overpotentials produce
jagged gold depositions between the nanogaps.
The smooth nanogap has very grainy structure. The radius of the surface curvature of
various tips was estimated to 500± 50 nm, which formed quasi-parallel contact between
electrode pairs. Nanogaps with such planar morphology would incorporate thousands of
molecules at once when forming metal/molecule/metal junctions (see Fig. 4.11). The radius
of surface curvature in Fig. 4.27b was around 50± 5 nm, which was very close to the
nanogap electrodes fabricated by electron beam lithography. The radius of curvature of
the sharpest gold needles was smaller than 5 nm. The difference of morphology between the
facing electrodes at one electrode pair was almost negligible in all the deposition potentials,
although a small bias (13 mV) was applied between the facing electrodes.
Radius of curvature of needle-like electrodes
The electric field between the two nanogap electrodes is very high, especially in the con-
figuration of needle-like nanoelectrode. It is known that the strong electric field can affect
the electrodeposition processes [153] and one possible reason for the growth of needle-like
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Figure 4.27.: Typical electrode morphology under different deposition potentials, which demon-
strates the morphology dependency on the potentials.
electrodes is due to the high electric field. To verify this reason, we deposited the electrodes
without the influence of the strong electric field by depositing only one of the two electrodes
(Fig. 4.28). It can be seen that needle-like electrodes are still formed, which indicates the
mechanisms of forming needle-like electrodes is not electric field induced.
The tip angle of the extruding needles was measured from the SEM images and the
average angle was 19◦, which is much smaller than the tip angle of the nanoelectrode
fabricated by electron beam writer. More importantly, the radius of curvature at the tip of
the extruding needle was very small and was estimated to 1–2 nm (due to the limitation of
SEM resolution, the standard error is difficult to estimate), which would incorporate less
than 10 molecules as estimated from the model (Fig. 4.11). Accurate measuring the radius
of curvature was very difficult since the radius of curvature was out of the SEM resolution.
This level of sharpness of the nanoelectrodes was much better than the electrodeposited
nanoelectrodes obtained by other groups [120,128,154], where the radius of curvature was
in the order of several hundreds of nanometers.
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Figure 4.28.: Depositing needle-like nanoelectrode on one electrode to eliminate the influence
of electric field between the two electrodes.
For the deposition of sharp nanogaps at low overpotential, a non-equilibrium mechanism
can be assumed. The nucleation process is progressive and the initial growth is diffu-
sion limited (see previous part), which leads to deposition on energetically favorable sites
(step edges, defects). The following crystal growth is actually kinetic controlled, where the
growth is potential limited. Low overpotential as well as low concentration of electrolyte
results in low nucleation rates. Therefore, three dimensional nucleation growths would turn
into anisotropic nucleation growth at low overpotential [13]. Furthermore, the diffusion of
gold atoms across step edges is of significant importance for the actual shape of gener-
ated mounds. Suppressed interlayer diffusion as presumably present for low deposition
overpotentials leads preferably to tapered mounds while strong diffusion across step edges
results in rounded deposits [155]. The suppressed interlayer diffusion leads to a narrowing
of the terrace diameter of each addition layer deposited, which resulted in the needle-like
structures.
4.2.3. Potentiodynamic deposition
Besides the potentiostatic deposition, the potentiodynamic deposition was also tested, in
which the potential was swept dynamically during the deposition process. Fig. 4.29 shows
an example of potentiodynamic deposition where the potential was swept from 0.5 V to
0.51 V. The potential started from 0.51 V and swept negatively to 0.5 V with a speed of
50 mV/s. It can be seen that the electrochemical current increases continually with the
potential cycling.
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Figure 4.29.: Increased current in the potentiodynamic deposition process.
The potentiodynamic deposition technique is widely used in depositing organic polymers
such as Polyaniline(PANI) since with this method the deposited PANI films have high
electrochemical stability [156]. However, in this work, the morphology of the deposited
material is a more important factor to consider when measuring the molecules between
the electrodes. The SEM images of electrodes by the potentiodynamic deposition showed
rather smooth surface and large radius of curvature (Fig. 4.30). Thus, the potentiodynamic
deposition method was not further used in modifying predefined nanogap electrodes.
Figure 4.30.: Nanoelectrode with large radius of curvature by potentiodynamic deposition.
4.2.4. Fine tuned nanoscale gaps and atomic scale junctions
In the last part, the morphology modification by potentiostatic deposition was discussed.
Another important aspect to use nanoelectrode for contacting single molecules is the sta-
bility and reproducibility of generating desired gap sizes. The following part introduces the
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stability of the electrodeposited nanogaps or atomic scale junctions as well as the ability
of generating nanogaps with desired gap sizes by potentiostatic deposition.
Electrodeposited nanogaps and the stability
When gold atoms deposited on the predefined nanogap electrodes, the size of the nanogap
will be decreased and finally connected. During the electrodeposition, the deposition pro-
cess can be stopped at the preset conductance value, creating nanogaps with preset sizes.
The conductance of three exemplary nanogaps fabricated by electrodeposition is shown
in Fig. 4.31, where the deposition was stopped and hold stable at 1 G0, 0.3 G0, and 0.06 G0
in solution over 25 seconds. This order of stability is not as good as the electrodeposited
Cu nanogap [113], in which a molecular-scale gap was stabilized within 1000 seconds. It
is mainly because the gold atoms are more mobile than the copper atoms so that the
gold nanogap is more difficult to stabilize than the copper nanogap. The current was
measured immediately after stopping the depositing process at the preset value of 1 G0,
0.3 G0, and 0.06 G0, which corresponded to a gap size of sub 1 nm. The current fluctuations
around 1 G0 have been observed before [113] and were possibly caused by the gold atom
rearrangement. Such stability characterization can be performed at any gap size. The
atom point connection status (1 G0), which represents the transition between nanogap and
connection, was more difficult to hold and displayed more noise than other nanogaps.
Figure 4.31.: The nanogaps fabricated by electrodeposition are hold stable over 25 seconds in
solution.
Exemplary SEM images of deposited nanogaps under high overpotential and low over-
potential are displayed in Fig. 4.32, respectively. The gap size is decreased to sub 1 nm by
monitoring the tunneling current. From the SEM images, the gap size is small but difficult
to measure due to the resolution of the microscopy.
Note that for the needle-like nanogap electrodes, the nano-needles extrude from the
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Figure 4.32.: Sub 1 nm nanogap formed by electrodeposition under high overpotential.
surface randomly, and the actual contact sites are randomly formed. In other words, the
nanogaps may not be formed between the tips of the nano-needles, but possibly between
the tips and the edges of the nano-needles as labeled in the Fig. 4.33.
Figure 4.33.: Sub1 nm nanogap formed by electrodeposition under low overpotential.
After generating a nanogap of a predefined size (predefined conductance), the gold so-
lution can be removed and the chip can be operated under conditions appropriate for
respective tasks. For instance, the nanogap can be operated in solution, in vacuum, as well
as under ambient conditions. However, during changing the experimental conditions, cer-
tain variation in the gap distance would occur due to the absence of potential control. This
distance variation affects the tunneling current and demands an evaluation of the nanogap
before incorporating any molecules. In most cases the variation of the conductance of the
nanogap was within two orders of magnitude which corresponds to a change of the dis-
tance by several A˚ngstro¨ms. This kind of accuracy is difficult to achieve by employing only
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lithography techniques.
Here, 80% of the deposited nanogaps can be maintained within the molecular scale
after stopping the depositing process. 10% of the deposited nanogaps recede to large gap
sizes (transient conductance lower than 10−4 G0) and 10% would jump to total connection
(transient conductance larger than 50 G0). Practically, if the nanogaps recede to wide gap,
the gold deposition can be started again until the optimum gap size is obtained [1].
Quantized conductance of the atomic scale junctions
When depositing gold atoms onto the nanogap electrodes, the distance between the two
facing electrodes decreases continually and the gap is finally closed by single or several gold
atoms; then more gold atoms are deposited and the connection gets thicker and thicker.
The special connection state where the two facing electrodes are bridged by only one or
several atoms is referred to as atomic scale junction. The formation of the atomic scale
junction process can be monitored the appearance of the quantized conductance.
One example of the conduction traces recorded during the fabrication process is displayed
in Fig. 4.34. The quantized conductance was observed when atomic scale junctions were
formed (Fig. 4.34 inset). The potential of one working electrode was set to 0.6 V and the
other was set to 0.613 V. The current between the facing electrodes was recorded after
a droplet of electrolyte was put on top of the electrodes and the potential were applied
on both electrodes. The overall depositing time was about 30 minutes. Only the last 25
seconds of the deposition process are shown in Fig. 4.34. At first stage of the presented
curve (until 20 s), the tunneling current was nearly zero. The current measured at this stage
can be assigned to the electromagnetic noise and the electrochemical depositing current.
With more gold atoms deposited on the electrodes, the distance between electrodes was
narrowed and the conductance began to rise. At the last stage, the tunneling current
increased sharply as the electrodes came into contact.
Quantized conductance appeared when the electrodes are bridged by several gold atoms,
forming thin neck structures. The small steps below 1 G0 can be explained by the relaxation
of gold atoms and have been reported [157]. This steps in the tunneling region also indicates
the discrete nature of atoms, which leads to a discrete change in the gap size [113]. A
canonical Monte Carlo simulation with embedded atom potentials was performed to explore
the reasons for stepwise changes in the tunneling current during the electrodeposition [158].
This model indicated that the change of distance depends on the relative orientation of
nanoelectrode and the low-index plane (jkl) of the nanoelectrodes.
The depositing process can be stopped by the potentiostat at the moment when the
current reaches a preset value. The preset value of tunneling current can be chosen as the
electrode distance is approximate to the size of the molecule that would be integrated into
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Figure 4.34.: Conductance plateaus are observed during the deposition and the plateau as 1 G0
can be assigned to the formation of atomic scale junction.
the nanogap subsequently. In this example, the deposition process was stopped when the
gap was totally connected to illustrate the whole depositing process.
It was, in general, difficult to observe quantized conductance for the smooth nanogaps
which can be further obtained by depositing at high over potentials. Usually the deposited
atomic scale junctions collapsed right after stopping the deposition process. Keeping the
gap at atomic scale junctions was almost impossible. This situation was probably caused
by the large radius of curvature, which leads to quasi-parallel interface between electrodes,
making it difficult to form thin-neck structures.
If the deposited nanogaps jump to total connection, electrochemical oxidation can be
applied on the junction in the same depositing buffer, then the gold atoms on the surface
of the electrode will dissolve into the buffer and the connection can be opened again. By
simply setting the potential applied on the working electrode to the anodic potential (for
example 0.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode) as shown in Fig. 4.35, the deposited gold
atoms dissolved into the electrolyte and the connection opened, resulting in the exponential
decrease of the conductance. A tilted current plateau around G0 was observed which can be
assigned to the conductance quantum. The tilting of the current was caused by the interfer-
ence of electrochemical current. The etching rate can be controlled by the potential: more
positive potential will cause faster etching rate and more negative potential will generate
slower etching rate. In this work, low etching rate was preferred in order to get a better
control. The extent of the etching can be monitored by the electrochemical current and
the etching process can be stopped when desired value is reached. The etching can be used
with the electrodeposition and tuning the gap size in the electrolyte can be achieved [113].
In our work, the etching were usually stopped at very low conductance (10−6 G0) to totally
open the connection and then close the gap by deposition again. However, since the etching
of atoms occurred at multiple sites, the morphology of the electrode surface after etching
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process is difficult to control. A more advanced technique combining electrochemical and
chemical etching was introduced in the work of Kervennic et al. [147]. By this method, the
grains generated during the electrochemical etching were kept minimal. In this work, we
did not continue to optimize the etching process.
The adsorption of molecules has an influence on the stability of the atomic point connec-
tion and the introduction of molecules will greatly increase the stability of the deposited
atomic scale junctions. This is because the adsorption of molecules to the surface of gold
atoms decreased the mobility of the gold atoms. However, the adsorbed molecules are
difficult to remove after the deposition process and become a source of contaminants for
the following measurements.
Figure 4.35.: Etching process: the atomic scale junction was broken since the atoms on the
electrodes dissolve into solutions.
In summary, needle-like nanogaps were fabricated by electrochemical modification of the
nanogap electrode template. The size of the nanogap can be adjusted to sub 1 nm with
stability and reproducibility.
4.3. Benzenedithiol junction assembled on fixed nanogaps
In the previous chapter, nanogaps on chip were fabricated on chip and needle-like nanogap
electrodes were obtained by electrochemical modification. In this chapter, electron trans-
port through molecules was tested. Firstly, the simple organic molecule 1,4-benzenedithiol
(BDT) was tested on the electrodeposited needle-like structures and the I-V curves of the
Au/benzeneditiol/Au were measured.
1,4-Benzenedithiol(BDT) was chosen as the testing target since this molecule has been
intensively studied by several groups. However, despite the simple atomic structure and in-
tensive studies, there exists discrepancy about the conductance of BDT among experiments
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as well as between theory and experiments. Both low conductance (10−4 G0 [159]) and high
conductance (0.011 G0 [34], 0.1 G0 [160, 161]) were reported. This conductance diversity
was generally explained by the different molecule/electrode contact configurations.
The assembly of Au/benzeneditiol/Au junctions was described in Sec. 3.3. The I-V
curves were obtained in the range from -0.5 V to 0.5 V (Fig. 4.36a). Compared to the
work of Dong et al., where mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) molecules were studied by only
recording single I-V curve and the work of Hatanaka et al. [162], where Oligothiophene
molecules were studied in a similar method, several I-V curves were continuously recorded
in this work in order to observe the reproducibility of the results [163]. The I-V curves
shared similar features and were nearly linear within the potential range, however, the
slope of the I-V curve increased gradually during the consecutive potential sweeping and
reached twice higher at the last cycle. This variation can be explained by the change of
molecule configurations or by the change of the number of molecules involved in the charge
transport. The conductance calculated from the I-V curve at the last cycle was around
1 x 10−4 G0.
After recording the I-V curves within -0.5 V–0.5 V, the I-V curves within -1 V–1 V were
immediately recorded and displayed in Fig. 4.36b. It can be seen that the I-V curves
became unstable at high potentials, which is commonly observed in the molecular junction
measurements at high potentials. Even within the same sweeping cycle, the conductance
abruptly changed around zero potential. From the I-V curve, the conductance can be
estimated to 1 x 10−6 G0.
The discrepancy of conductance with different potential range can be explained by the
configurations of the molecular junctions or it can not exclude that the molecular junction
Au/BDT/Au was already broken. Usually, a molecule with conjugated molecules consisting
of methylthioacetate termini and short alkoxy side chains like OPV molecules are very
stable in the molecular junctions [164]. It is difficult for the BDT molecules to determine
if the measurement is based on a single molecule or multiple molecules, or if the molecular
junctions are broken. It is also difficult to determine the specific configurations between
molecules and electrodes. Another possible reason for the changes in the I-V curves of BDT
junctions is the evolution of the nanogap size after deposition. It is known that nanogaps
generated by electromigration experience long-term evolution so that the nanogap size gets
larger during this process [165]. The electrodeposited nanoelectrodes are composed of gold
clusters and it is more mobile than the gold electrode fabricated by sputtering. So, it is
reasonable to believe the electrodeposited nanoelectrodes are more easily to experience the
structural evolution.
In the scope of this work, I-V curves with conductance as high as 0.1 G0 were also
observed. The discrepancy in the conductance obtained from the I-V curves reflects the
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Figure 4.36.: Consecutive I-V curves of the Au/Benzenedithiol/Au junctions under potential
(-0.5 V–0.5 V) (a) and (-1 V–1 V) (b).
fact that even though the nanogap electrode is very sharp and the gap size can be controlled
with a resolution down to sub 1 nm, it is difficult to obtain single molecular junctions on
such fixed nanogap. This disadvantage makes it difficult to use electrodeposited fixed-sized
nanogap to investigate charge transport across molecules.
Thus, in the following part, electrodeposition was combined with mechanical controlled
break junction techniques to generate nanogaps with adjustable sizes. The advantages
of both techniques were combined that the morphology of the nanogap electrode can be
modified and the size of nanogap can be adjustable. In this way, nanogaps were dynamically
created and closed, and molecular junctions were formed and broken again.
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4.4. Electrochemical mechanical controlled break junction
(MCBJ)
In the last part, fabrication of nanogaps by electrodeposition was introduced and needle-
like electrodes with radius of curvature smaller than 2 nm were obtained. The size of
the nanogap can be tuned to sub 1 nm with very high accuracy. However, adjusting the
nanogap size by deposition is in ex-situ manner, which means that the adjustment of gap
size can be only achieved in the depositing solution, not in the electrolyte for measuring
molecules.
Mechanical controlled break junction creates nanogaps by breaking a micro-scale wire
and tuning the gap size by moving piezo rod. The adjustment of gap size in mechanical
controlled break junctions does not need an electrolyte, thus it become a flexible method to
generate nanogaps and has the ability to form metal/molecule/metal junctions dynamically
and repeatedly. Using mechanical break junctions in electrochemical environment is a
challenge since the electrochemical leakage current interferes with the tunneling current
across molecular junctions.
In this work, several approaches were combined to realize a highly stable electrochem-
ical break junction setup with low electrochemical leakage current. Firstly, during chip
fabrication, a flexible insulating layer (PMMA) was used which adapts better to deforma-
tions than rigid SiOx/SiNx layers. Secondly, only a small access window was opened on
the electrode, resulting small area of liquid/electrode interface and low level of electro-
chemical background currents. Thirdly, stable electrodeposited atomic point contacts were
established and used as bridge in lieu of the conventional micro wires in the mechanical
breaking setup. Very little mechanical deformation of the chip was needed to break the
atomic point to separated electrodes. Thus, the probability of damaging the silicon chip
and producing cracks in the insulating layer by mechanical strain was kept minimal. The
parasitic electrochemical leakage current caused by the failure of chip structure was also
controlled.
4.4.1. Electrochemical mechanical break junction setups
In this part, the basic configuration of an electrochemical mechanical break junction setup
is described.
The electrochemical break junction setup is shown in Fig. 4.37. The setup is made of
stainless steel and can be assembled and disassembled easily by screws. A nanoelectrode
chip (1 x 1 cm2) is mounted on a stage and fastened by two stainless steel springs. On
the chip, an O-ring was glued by PDMS. Appropriate electrolytes can be filled, forming a
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micro electrochemical cell, in which the insulated nanogap electrodes are used as working
electrodes and external one or two electrodes can be inserted into the electrolyte and used as
reference electrode or counter electrode. According to the requirements, different electrode
configurations can be established. In the Fig. 4.37, one of the facing nanogap electrodes is
used as working electrode. Micro Ag/AgCl electrode and gold wire are used as reference
electrode and counter electrode, respectively. In the inset images, the two facing nanogap
electrodes are set to source and drain electrode, and an inserted Ag/AgCl electrode is set
to gating electrode.
Figure 4.37.: Electrochemical break junction setup. The electrodes arrangement can be ad-
justed according to the requirements.
A piezo motor (PI GmbH, N-111.3A) was placed under the silicon chip, forming a three-
point bending mechanism together with the fixing steel springs. When the piezo rod moves
upwards, a displacement in the axis direction of ∆z can be expected. Then the silicon chip
bends with extension of the gap size ∆x. The ratio ∆x/∆z is referred to as the reducing
factor and can be calculated from the tunneling current curves (Sec. 4.4.3).
Tungsten needles were used to touch the contact pads on the chip edge, connecting
the nanoelectrodes to the external measuring circuits. In this work, Keithley 4200-SCS
semiconductor analyzer (Keithley Instruments Inc.) was used to control the electrochemical
potential and monitor the transient current between the nanoelectrodes. A ground cable
was connected to one of the screws on the setup.
4.4.2. In-situ deposition and breaking
The micro electrochemical cell mounted on the setup allows electrodeposition and the
mechanical break junction has ability to adjust the gap size. Therefore, the deposition and
breaking process can be performed in-situ.
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The nanoelectrode chip was fabricated by electron beam lithography and the surface
of the chip was covered by three layers of PMMA (200k/600k/200k) to insulate the gold
nanoelectrodes (Sec. 4.1.2) [1]. The chips had a thickness of 230µm. The silicon chips
should not be too thick since thick silicon chip should not stand too much mechanical
deformation. The chips cannot be too thin since the handle of thin silicon chip is very
difficult, especially in the spin coating process. An access window was opened right over
the electrode tips (Fig. 4.38a). The initial gap between the facing nanoelectrodes was set
to 150 nm (Fig. 4.38b). This initial gap size was a compromise between effort of fabrication
and the deposition time. More importantly, a space between the nanogap electrodes was
needed to allow the growth of the needle-like structures. The relatively large gap of this
template structure was reduced from 150 nm to atomic point contact by gold electrode-
position (Fig. 4.38c). Four examples of such electrodeposited nanobridges are displayed
as insets. Such point connections were subsequently used as nanobridges for the following
breaking process in the mechanical break junction setup.
Figure 4.38.: Narrowing nanogap to atomic scale junctions by electrodeposition. Four deposited
nanojunctions are displayed as examples.
The electrodeposition was performed on chip. A three-electrode configuration was em-
ployed. Two nanoelectrodes were set as source and drain electrode. A micro-scale Ag/AgCl
electrode inserted in the electrolyte was set as gate electrode. The deposition was per-
formed until an Au bridge was established and the process was controlled by monitoring
the source/drain current. A main challenge of this routine lies in the precise control of elec-
trodeposition process. The fabrication of nanogaps by the electrodeposition method had
been carefully studied and the deposited nanogaps were found stable when the overpotential
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was set as small as possible during the electrodeposition (Sec. 4.2.2). Here, electrodeposi-
tion was performed at 0.6 V (depositing current starts at 0.7 V) with respect to Ag/AgCl
reference electrode [1], and protruding extensions were generated on the surface with a tip
curvature of 10 nm (Fig. 4.38 insets). Compared to the work of Tian et al. [132], where the
deposited electrodes have a radius of curvature of hundreds of nanometer, this modified
electrodes are more suitable to be used for contacting molecules.
The conductance changes during the in-situ electrodeposition process are described in
Fig. 4.39. The nanogap electrodes were immersed in electrolyte during the whole process
to protect the systems from air-born contaminates. Different electrolytes were used in the
electrodeposition phase (Chloroauric solution) and in the mechanical breaking process (di-
lute sulphuric acid). Here, gold atoms were deposited on the nanogap electrodes and the
electrodeposition was stopped when point contact was formed. The deposition includes
mainly three regimes: the ion conduction regime, the tunneling regime and the quantum
conductance regime. A similar process was also observed in the work of Dong et al. [163].
An exponential increase of conductance between the source and drain electrode was ob-
served (Fig. 4.38, I). After the electrodeposition was stopped, the conductance jumped from
1 G0 to approximately 4 G0 then returned to a value between 2 and 3 G0. This conductance
fluctuation occurred during the potential change from deposition range to non-deposition
range. This fluctuation period lasted about 2 minutes, then the conductance was settled
down and has stabilized at this conductance for more than 5 minutes. During this period,
several operations can be performed in-situ. Here, the chip was rinsed by water and the de-
positing solution was replaced by diluted sulphuric acid. The conductance did not change
much when the buffer was replaced (approximately at 400 s). This property is in particular
of importance for in-situ measurements of single (bio-) molecules in buffer solution of dif-
ferent compositions. The atomic point contact was subsequently broken by the mechanical
bending of the chip and exponential decay of conductance was obtained (Fig. 4.39, IV).
Only slight mechanical bending (10–30µm, vertically) of silicon chip was required to break
the junction.
If the electrodeposition continued after the atomic contacts were formed, massive bridge
(over 10 nm in width) would be formed, which could also be used as bridge for mechanical
breaking. However, the massive bridges were very difficult to break and most of the chips
were ruined during the breaking process, due to the brittleness of silicon. Using the de-
posited point contact as bridge, the yield was significantly increased and 90% of the chips
remained intact after the breaking process. A maximum vertical displacement of 400µm
can be applied on the chip before the chip is destroyed, which allows generating tunable
nanogaps from 0 to 4 nm separation, calculated from the reducing factor of this setup (10−5,
calculation procedures see Sec. 4.4.3)
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Figure 4.39.: In-situ deposition and breaking. (I) electrodeposition from a nanogap to point
contact. (II) Conductance fluctuation after deposition is stopped. (III) Stable
gold point contact over 5 minutes. (IV) Breaking gold contact into nanogaps by
mechanical force
4.4.3. Characterization of the electrochemical break junction setup
As discussed in the beginning of this chapter, the purpose of combing the in-situ electrode-
position and mechanical break junction techniques is to control the electrochemical leakage
current and increase the usability of the setup. In this part, the characterization of the
setup is described which showed that the above purpose can be achieved.
Directly tunneling and calibration
After the point contacts were formed by deposition, the junctions can be broken and
closed mechanically as in a conventional mechanical break junction setup. Three represen-
tative conductance traces recorded during the breaking process are displayed in Fig. 4.40a.
Quantized conductance at 1 G0 was observed in the conductance traces which indicated
the functionality of the setup. The typical exponential decay of conductance demonstrated
the pure tunneling response between the two electrodes and a reducing factor of 1.7 x 10−5
can be calculated from the tunneling traces. To calculate the reducing factor, the change
of gap size ∆x can be estimated by the tunneling currents according to the Eq. (2.27).
For instance, the conductance traces in Fig. 4.40a drops suddenly from 1 G0 to 10
−4 G0
and then decreases linearly to 10−6 G0. The linear decrease of conductance from 10−4 G0
to 10−6 G0 versus the gap distance in the log scale fits perfectly to the tunneling equation
(2.27). The change of the gap size was then estimated according to the equation. The
displacement of the piezo rod was recorded from the control software of the piezo motor
(PI GmbH, N-111.3A). Thus, the reducing factor can be calculated.
A maximum vertical displacement of 400µm was applied on the chip before the chip was
destroyed, which allowed generating tunable nanogaps from 0 to 4 nm separation, calculated
from the reducing factor of this setup. Here, the conductance histogram was calculated
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Figure 4.40.: Representative conductance traces recorded during junction breaking process and
the corresponding histogram constructed from more than 200 curves.
over 200 breaking curves. A bin size of 5 x 10−6 G0 was used for the histogram construction.
The linear histogram in log-log scale confirmed the pure tunneling response between the
bare electrodes (Fig. 4.40b). The histogram is represented in log scale since data points
over large range can be displayed (from 10−6 to 1 G0). However, the log scale axis is not
appropriate to reveal the features in a relatively narrow range. Thus, a histogram around
1 G0 is displayed in linear axis as shown in the Fig. 4.40 inset, in which peaks at multiples
of 1 G0 have been revealed.
I-V curves of nanogaps with different gap sizes were studied in aqueous solution (Fig. 4.41).
The potential of one electrode was set to 0 V and the potential of the other electrode was
swept from 0 V to 0.7 V, with respect to the Ag/AgCl electrode. The potential sweeping
range needs to be carefully chosen, because the accessible potential range is restricted by
the potential range where the gold electrode is ideally polarizable. More positive potential
would cause gold oxidation and more negative potential could induce hydrogen evolution
reaction. The potential was cycled from 0 V to 0.7 V instead of from -0.35 V to 0.35 V, in
order to provide the largest potential range and test the stability of the nanogap under
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relatively high potential. In Fig. 4.41, each curve includes 3 consecutive recordings and no
significant current increase with the number of cycles is observed, which indicates that the
nanogaps generated in aqueous solution are stable. The gap sizes were estimated at 6 A˚
and 9 A˚ by Simmons fitting.
Figure 4.41.: I-V curves of nanogaps at different gap sizes recorded in aqueous solution (black).
Simmons fitting (red) was performed on the bases of I-V curves.
The I-V curves within the range from 0 V to 0.7 V fit well with the Simmons equation,
indicating the charge transport mechanism is direct tunneling. The charge transport mech-
anism can be also revealed by the ln(I/V 2) vs. 1/V plot ( Fowler Nordheim plot) which can
be obtained from I-V curves. A characteristic linear decrease of ln(I/V 2) with respect to
1/V will be observed if the charge transports through field emission (see Eq. (2.29)). Here,
the Fowler Nordheim plot (Fig. 4.42) did not show any feature belonging to field emission
transport, which indicates the charge transport through the nanogap was simple tunneling.
Figure 4.42.: Plots that indicate the electron transport through simple tunneling.
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Electrochemical leakage current during breaking process
To evaluate the electrochemical leakage current of the electrochemical break junction setup,
a series of cyclic voltammograms were recorded in-situ at different gap sizes during the me-
chanical breaking process. The electrodeposited nanobridge was set as working electrode.
Micro Ag/AgCl electrode and Au wire immersed in dilute sulphuric acid were used as ref-
erence and counter electrode. Here, two CVs were recorded at the atomic point contact
state and 2 nm gap state (Fig. 4.43). All potentials were denoted with respect to Ag/AgCl
reference electrode. The electrochemical current was about 20 pA measured at potentials
where gold is ideal polarizable (below 0.9 V). This value is much lower than the electro-
chemical leakage current of 0.5µA obtained by Kiguchi et al. [27]. At higher potentials
gold oxidation/reduction occurred. Even under these aggressive conditions, the change
of reduction peak current between first CV curve (black line) and the second CV curve
(red line) was within 1%, which indicated that the insulating layer remained nearly intact
and the cracks related to electrochemical leakage current had no significant influence on
the system. The electrode surface calculated from the reduction peak was around 4µm2,
which was very close to the designed value (2.9µm2, Sec. 4.1.4). A similar work about
combining electrodepostion and mechanical break junction techniques were described by
Tian et al. [132]. However, considering the brittle insulating materials SiNx used in their
work and the lack of a characterization of the electrochemical leakage current during the
closing and closing process, our setup would be more suitable to used in the real measuring
of molecules.
Figure 4.43.: Cyclic voltammograms of the electrodes recorded at different gap sizes (100 mV/s).
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4.5. Electrostatically linked Ferrocene junctions
assembled on MCBJ
In the Sec. 4.2 and Sec. 4.3, nanogaps on chip were fabricated on chip and needle-like
nanogap electrodes was obtained by electrochemical modification. By measuring the Au/ben-
zeneditiol/Au junctions, it was demonstrated that the fixed nanogaps were not suitable to
be used as a tool for investigating charge transport across single molecules. Then, an
electrochemical break junction setup was fabricated which was based on the electrode-
posited nanobridges and featured low electrochemical leakage current. In this chapter,
electron transport through molecules was tested on such electrochemical electrochemical
break junction setup. Molecular chain based on intermolecular electrostatic coupling was
assembled on the electrochemical break junction setup and the conductance of molecular
junctions at single molecule level was successfully determined.
The electron transport across electrostatic interface was studied by measuring conduc-
tance of molecular junctions based on electrostatic coupling. First of all, the importance of
intermolecular electrostatic interface in the charge transport chain was introduced. Then,
the method of assembling molecular junctions based on intermolecular electrostatic cou-
pling was described. The method was first verified on 2 dimensional gold surfaces by run-
ning cyclic voltammetry. Then molecular junctions were assembled on the electrochemical
break junctions and the conductance of single molecular junctions was determined.
Intermolecular electrostatic coupling
Here, the principle of intermolecular electrostatic coupling was introduced. The coupling
was in an aqueous environment and based on the protonation and deprotonation of or-
ganic molecules. Simple organic molecules cysteamine and ferrocene were used since their
structures are much simpler than the complex structures of proteins and the covalently
counterpart cysteamine-ferrocene-cysteamine has been studied [166].
The intermolecular electron transport was investigated across a molecular junction con-
taining two electrostatic interfaces. The electrostatically linked conjugates were assem-
bled by entrapping negatively charged redox active 1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic acid (FDA)
between two positively charged cysteamine modified gold electrodes in aqueous solution
(Fig. 4.44a). For assembling ferrocene junctions, the pH of the buffer solution has to be
carefully adjusted with respect to the pKa of the involved functional groups. At the em-
ployed pH, the carboxylic groups of 1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic acid have to be deprotonated
in order to let the molecule carry negative charges. At the same time, the amine group
of the cysteamines has to be protonated in order to accumulate positive charges on the
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electrodes (Fig. 4.44b).
Figure 4.44.: (a) Assembling molecular junctions based on intramolecular electrostatic interac-
tions. (b) Illustration of the appropriate pH range (green) where 1,1-ferrocene
dicarboxylic acid is deprotonated and cysteamine is protonated
Intermolecular electrostatic coupling on surface
To evaluate the appropriated pH window, cyclic voltammetry of cysteamine modified gold
electrode with/without electrostatically adsorbed 1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic acid molecules
were examined at different pHs. Considering the pKa of the first and second carboxylic
group of 1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic acid (6.5 and 7.6) [167] and the pKa of the amine group
of cysteamine (10.5) [65], buffers with pH values of 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, and 10.0 were used to cover
all protonation/deprotonation statuses of FDA/cysteamine molecules. The experimental
details were described in Sec. 3.3.
The potential ranges of the cyclic voltammograms were set according to the applied pH
to avoid the interference of gold oxidation at anodic potentials, since the redox potential
shifted with the pH value as seen in Fig. 4.45.
Figure 4.45.: CVs of bare gold electrodes recorded in Britton-Robinson buffer at pH values from
2.0 to 10.0 to evaluate the pH induced potential shift.
From the Fig. 4.45, it becomes obvious that the gold reduction peaks shifted negatively
from 0.7 V to 0.2 V when the pH was increased from 2.0 to 10.0. The reduction peak
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position vs. pH value plot (Fig. 4.46) showed nearly linear dependence of the shifted value
on the pH values. From the linear fitting, it can be calculated that the reduction position
decreased by 62 mV when the pH value increased by 1, which agrees with the Nernst
equation (2.39).
Figure 4.46.: The relationship between reduction peak position and the pH values.
For different pH values, different potential ranges were chosen for the cyclic voltammetry.
For example, at pH 4.0, a relatively large potential range (0.1–0.9 V) can be used, however,
at pH 10.0, a narrower potential range (0.1–0.55 V) was used, since at 0.6 V, gold oxidation
would occur.
Before performing cyclic voltammetry of electrostatically linked monolayer, The back-
ground current was studied by running cyclic voltammetry of gold electrodes on chip and
cysteamine modified electrodes at pH 4.0 (Fig. 4.47). The potential was chosen in the
range where no redox reaction occurs. It can be seen that the main background current is
the capacitance current at the level of 0.4–0.8µA/mm2. The capacitance current is caused
by the relatively large conducting lead and reducing the capacitance current needs further
optimization of the chip structures. For example, increase the thickness of the insulating
layers, or decrease the width of the conducting leads may help reduce the capacitance
current from the insulated leads.
In the following, the cyclic voltammetry of electrostatically-linked molecules are investi-
gated.
Firstly, the cyclic voltammetry was recorded with the presence of 1,1-ferrocene dicar-
boxylic acid molecule as shown in (Fig. 4.48a), where the electrochemical current is dif-
fusion controlled. At pH 4.0, there are no redox peaks in the CV curve can be observed,
indicating there is almost no interaction between 1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic acid and the
cysteamine monolayer at this pH. With pH 6.0, 8.0 and 10.0, redox peaks can be observed
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Figure 4.47.: CVs of bare gold electrodes and cysteamine modified electrodes.
that causes the diffusion of 1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic acid molecules to the electrode sur-
face and the following charge transfer process at the solid/liquid interface. The peak value
of the CV curves increases with respect to the pH, and the peak value at pH 10.0 is about
twice high as the peak value at pH 8.0, which can be explained by the increased net charge
of 1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic acid molecules from HOOC-Fe-COOH to HOOC-Fe-COO−
and −OOC-Fe-COO− upon two step deprotonation process.
Secondly, the cyclic voltammetry was recorded without the presence of 1,1-ferrocene
dicarboxylic acid molecule by rinsing the electrode after ferrocene was immobilized. The
CVs (Fig. 4.48b) demonstrate different features compared with the CVs of the covalently
linked system. Firstly, reversible redox peaks of oxidation and reduction of 1,1-ferrocene
dicarboxylic acid molecules can be only observed in the CV curve at pH 8.0, but not at pH
4.0, 6.0, or 10.0. The pH dependence of the surface confined redox responses is consistent
with the assumption that the 1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic acid molecule can be adsorbed on
the cysteamine monolayer only within a certain pH window.
At pH 8.0, the oxidation peak was found at 0.46 V and the reduction peak at 0.4 V with a
full width at half-maximum of 90 mV, which suggests a single electron redox process [168].
The peak to peak potential separation is 60 mV at the sweeping rate of 100 mV/s, which is
larger than the nearly zero potential separation observed in the covalently linked counter-
part as reported earlier [166]. This potential separation indicates that the electron transfer
rate through the electrostatically linked system is slower than that of the covalently bond
systems. The capacitance current of 0.4-0.8µA/mm2 is composed of the capacitance cur-
rent from the molecular monolayer and the PMMA insulated lead electrodes.
On the other hand, the CVs of the electrostatically linked system shared some sim-
ilarities with its covalently linked counterpart. The total charge of the oxidation peak
is estimated to be 30µC/cm2 and the corresponding coverage of adsorbed molecules is
1.9 x 1014 molecules/cm2, which is very close to those of the covalently linked ferrocene
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Figure 4.48.: Cyclic voltammograms of cysteamine modified electrode with (a) or without (b)
the presence of ferrocene molecules in Britton-Robinson buffer (100 mV s−1).
molecules (2.2 x 1014 molecules/cm2) [166].
In situ break junction experiments were performed for bare metal electrodes, after adsorp-
tion of cysteamines on their surface, and after addition of ferrocene molecules at different
pH values. Representative conductance traces under different conditions are displayed in
Fig. 4.49.
In all curves, quantized conductance at 1 G0 was observed, indicating that the mechani-
cal break junction setup was well controlled. Cysteamine modified gold junctions in pure
buffer were used as reference (1st line, orange) since the molecule binds tightly only to
one of the two nanoelectrodes, which results in an exponential decay of conductance. For
cysteamine modified electrodes in 1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic acid containing buffer at pHs
of 4.0 and 10.0, similar tunneling responses were observed (2nd line, magenta; 4nd line,
cyan, respectively). However, for cysteamine modified electrodes in 1,1-ferrocene dicar-
boxylic acid containing buffer at pH 8.0, conductance plateaus at low conductance (around
10−4 G0) were revealed, which can be assigned to the transport of electrons across 1,1-
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Figure 4.49.: (a) Conductance traces recorded during breaking cysteamine modified gold junc-
tions in pure buffer (1st) and in buffers with the presence of FDA at pH 4.0
(2nd), 8.0 (3rd), and 10.0 (4th), respectively. (b) The corresponding histogram
constructed from over 200 curves and the Gaussian fitting of the peaks for pH 8.0
(inset).
ferrocene dicarboxylic acid molecules entrapped between a pair of cysteamine modified
electrode during the breaking process. This pH dependent appearance of conductance
plateaus coincides with the observations of the CVs that the 1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic
acid and cysteamine molecules could be electrostatically coupled at pH 8.0. Several hun-
dred conductance traces were collected for each experimental condition at different time
on different chips. More than 200 consecutive curves were used to construct a conductance
histograms for each situation without curve selection (Fig. 4.49b). For 1,1-ferrocene dicar-
boxylic acid free experiment as well as 1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic acid containing solution at
pH 4.0 and 10.0, similar linear histogram in log-log scale were obtained (Fig. 4.49b, 1st line,
2nd line, 4th line, respectively), which confirmed a pure tunneling response between the elec-
trodes. It can be assumed that no molecule chain was formed across the gold nanojunction.
For the cysteamine modified electrodes in 1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic acid solution at pH
8.0, 60% of all collected conductance traces displayed conductance plateaus and two clear
peaks deviating from the background were observed in the histogram (Fig. 4.49b, 3rd line,
black). The peak positions were retrieved by subtracting the background histogram (1st
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line, recorded from a cysteamine modified gold junction without 1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic
acid molecules) from the histogram at pH 8.0 (3rd line) and Gaussian fitting (Fig. 4.49b
inset). The peak with the lowest conductance was observed at 0.34 x 10−4 G0, which can be
assigned to the conductance of a single molecular junction. The second peak appeared at
0.65 x 10−4 G0, which is twice as the basic value and can be assigned to two parallel aligned
single molecular junctions. A third peak at 1.07 x 10−4 G0 was observed but not sufficiently
supported by the recorded amount of data, which can be explained by the low probability
and stability of formation of three parallel aligned single molecular junctions [166].
The conductance of electrostatically linked single molecular junction is one order of mag-
nitude lower than the covalently linked ferrocene molecules (3 x 10−4 G0), which indicates
that the electrostatic coupling is strong enough to form an electron transport pathway, but
the electron transfer rate across electrostatic interfaces is lower than across the covalent
bond. A similar conductance difference between inter- and intra-molecular electron trans-
port pathway was observed by Wu et al. for aromatic molecules, where the conductance of
aromatic molecule systems linked by pi-pi coupling is about one order of magnitude smaller
than the conductance across a single covalently linked molecule [41]. One possible reason
for the lower electron transfer rate might be the localized character of the molecular or-
bitals at the electrostatic interface, which presumably lead to an additional barrier within
the electron transport pathway compared with the delocalized overlapping electron states
in intra-molecular electron transfer pathways. In addition, it cannot be excluded that the
low electron transfer rate across electrostatically linked molecular junctions is related to
an increase of the reorganization energy during the electron transfer process according to
the Marcus theory.
As introduced at the beginning of the chapter, the intermolecular electrostatic inter-
faces were very important to the electron transport reactions between cytochrome c and
succinate-cytochrome c reductase or cytochrome oxidase. The spectrophotometric tech-
niques revealed that the kinetic parameter for the electron transfer reaction decreased
rapidly as the ionic strength was increased [169]. Our experiments showed that the con-
ductance across the electrostatic interface was lower than the covalent coupling, however,
the quantitative analysis of intermolecular charge transfer rates have not been studied,
which need differential capacitance vs. potential and current density vs. potential mea-
surements [170]. Such measurements can be performed in the future research.
Conductance histogram calculation
Each histogram in Fig. 4.49b was constructed from 200 conductance curves. The conduc-
tance trace was actually a data sheet with two columns of data, the first column is the
conductance and the second is the displacements between the two electrodes. The con-
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ductance data from 200 conductance traces were extracted and combined to one data set
and the histogram of the combined dataset was determined. A bin size of 5 x 10−6 G0 was
used to calculate the histograms. The histogram analysis generated a data set with two
columns: probability and the conductance values. This histogram was represented in log
scale to obtain an overview of the conductance distribution over a large conduction range
of five orders of magnitude. Moreover, in log scale, the conductance histogram of pure
tunneling appears as a straight line, which makes it is easier to distinguish the histograms
with peaks from histograms of pure tunneling.
To calculate the position of the peaks observed in the conductance histogram, the his-
togram with peaks was firstly subtracted by the histogram of pure tunneling to eliminate
the background effect; then, the peaks of the subtracted histogram was positioned by Gaus-
sian fitting, according to the work of Scho¨nenberger. The configurations of the molecular
junctions are similar: same electrodes, same adsorbed molecules and same buffer, except
that the pH of buffer is different. Therefore it is reasonable to assume the parameters in
the tunneling equations do not vary a lot and the tunneling current can be subtracted.
This assumption was also confirmed by the same slope of the histograms curves shown in
Fig. 4.49b.
Summary
In summary, the intermolecular electron transport across electrostatic interfaces was in-
vestigated by cyclic voltammetry and in-situ break junction experiments on the molec-
ular level. Both techniques revealed that the 1,1-ferrocene dicarboxylic acid molecules
can be electrostatically bound to cysteamine modified electrodes only within a small
pH range, where the two molecules are oppositely charged. However, within this pH
range, it was possible to bridge two opposing nanoelectrodes by electrostatically linked
cysteamine/ferrocene/cysteamine junctions in aqueous solution and to determine corre-
sponding conductance histograms. The observed single molecule conductance of the elec-
trostatically linked junction was one order of magnitude smaller than the conductance
of the covalently linked cysteamine-ferrocene-cysteamine, which indicates that the inter-
molecular electron transport through electrostatic interfaces has lower efficiency compared
to intramolecular electron transport. This finding will be of relevance for the understand-
ing of electron transport mechanisms in biological systems as well for the designing of
biosensors employing electrostatically linked biomolecules.

5. Conclusions and Outlook
In this work, nanogap electrode arrays were successfully fabricated on silicon chips. Trian-
gular nanoelectrodes were fabricated by electron beam lithography and were more suitable
to be used as electrodes for contacting molecules than rectangular nanoelectrodes. The
nanogap size between the facing nanogap electrodes can be adjusted by the exposure doses
down to sub 5 nm; however, due to the large radius of curvature of nanoelectrode tip,
they were not appropriate to form single molecular junctions. Other techniques like fo-
cused ion beam etching were also employed to create nanogaps, but the geometry of the
etched electrode was almost parallel and thus not suitable for forming single molecular
junctions. The results showed that further electrochemical modification were necessary to
obtain sharp nanoelectrodes with small radius of curvature.
The nanoelectrodes insulated by PMMA layers were modified by electrochemical meth-
ods. The mechanisms of potentiostatic electrodeposition in traditional gold (III) electrolyte
in nanoscale were investigated by current transient analysis. It was found that the nucle-
ation process was diffusion controlled progressive nucleation but the crystal growth was
potential controlled. The SEM examination found that the potential controlled crystal
growth generated materials of different morphology. Either needle-like nanogaps at low
overpotentials or smooth nanogaps at high overpotentials were obtained. The needle-like
electrodes were still formed on one electrode deposition, which indicated that the needle-
like structure was not related to the high electric field between the nanogap electrodes. We
found that the sharp nanogaps had better stability and the quantized conductance was eas-
ier to achieve for sharp nanogaps. In conclusion, the electrochemical modified needle-like
nanogaps with radius of curvature as small as 2 nm were more suitable to contact single
molecules.
The measurements of molecular transport were first carried out on the electrodeposited
nanogaps. The model molecule 1,4-benzenedithiol was used as the testing molecules. I-V
curves of Au/Benzenedithiol/Au junctions exhibited discrepancy between different mea-
surements and even in the same potential sweeping cycle, which can be explained the
complicated molecule/electrode configurations. This discrepancy indicates it is generally
difficult to realize single molecular junctions on the fixed size nanogaps.
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An electrochemical break junction setup with low and constant electrochemical leakage
current was fabricated to realize adjustable nanogaps. Electrodeposited nano-junctions
were used as the bases of the mechanical break junction, which was much easier to break
than traditional micro-wires fabricated by optical/electron lithography and the rates of
successfully breaking without ruining the chips were greatly increased. I-V curves and
cyclic voltammetry characterization showed that the chip structure could be kept intact
during the breaking process and the electrochemical leakage current caused by structural
failure of chips was kept minimal. This electrochemical break junction setup would be
useful in investigating transport properties of nanoscale objects where aqueous environment
is required.
Then the measurements of molecular transport were performed on the electrochemical
break junction setup. The measurements were successful and proved the ability of the
electrochemical break junction to measure transport properties of molecules in aqueous
solutions. Two kinds of molecules, cysteamine and ferrocene, were used and a molecular
chain based on intermolecular electrostatic coupling was established. The intermolecular
electron transport across electrostatic interface was investigated by cyclic voltammetry and
in situ break junction experiments on molecular level. Both techniques revealed that the
ferrocene molecules can be electrostatically bound to cysteamine modified electrodes only
within a small pH range, where the two molecules are oppositely charged. However, within
this pH range, it was possible to bridge two opposing nanoelectrodes by electrostatically
linked cysteamine(+)/(-)ferrocene(-)/(+)cysteamine junctions in aqueous solution and to
determine corresponding conductance histograms. The observed single molecule conduc-
tance of the electrostatically linked junction was one order of magnitude smaller than the
conductance of the covalently linked cysteamine-ferrocene-cysteamine molecules, which in-
dicates that the intermolecular electron transport through electrostatic interface has lower
efficiency compared to intramolecular electron transport. This finding will be of relevance
for the understanding of electron transport mechanisms and pathways in biological systems
as well for the designing of biosensors employing electrostatically linked biomolecules.
Further works can be anticipated on the base of current results. For example, for re-
dox molecules, the transport properties change with the gating potential. Thus, a third
electrochemical potential can be applied when measuring the conductance of electrostati-
cally linked ferrocene junctions, forming a prototype electrochemical transistor. Another
interesting topic is to combine the surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy in the molecular
charge transport measurement. Raman spectroscopy has the ability to detect the molec-
ular configurations, which are very important factors determining the molecular transport
properties. In addition, investigating some physical or chemical phenomena such as surface
plasma, magnetic in the single molecular level is also a fascinating project. In the writer’s
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understanding, another important topic is to investigate the charge transport between the
proteins, especially between the proteins involved in an electron transfer chain. This topic
has been conventionally studied by biophysical methods such as spectroscopic techniques,
but it is generally difficult to investigate the transport between proteins at single molecule
level because of the lack of appropriate tools. The writer believes that the electrochemical
break junctions would become a useful tool in investigating the electron transport across
proteins.

A. Materials and Devices
This part listed the materials and devices used in this work.
A.1. Optical lithography
The materials and devices for optical lithography are listed below:
• Clean room: class 100 clean room with permanent control of particle number, tem-
perature and humidity.
• Wafer: phosphor doped N-type silicon wafers from Wacker Chemie AG. The wafer
has resistance of 70–130 Ohm/sq, thickness of 280µm and diameter of 2 in.
• Piranha solution: three parts of H2SO4 and one part of H2O2. The mixed solution is
heated up to 60 ◦C.
• Wafer Cleaner: SSEC 3300ML Wafer Cleaner.
• Plasma oven: TePla microwave plasma system 300M.
• Oxidation oven: Tempress oxidation oven.
• Mask: glass mask fabricated by electron beam writer.
• Mask cleaner: APT 915 mask cleaning station.
• AZ-5214: negative photoresist, 28%, ALLRESIST GmbH.
• Mask aligner: Karl Suss MA-6 mask aligner, The UV source is a mercury lamp and
the g-line (435 nm), h-line (405 nm) or i-line (365 nm) can be chosen.
• Developer: AZ 351B (ALLRESIST GmbH), 1:4 diluted.
• Nitrogen gas: 99.8% nitrogen gas.
• Scanning Electron Microscope: Zeiss Gemini 1550.
• Physical Vapor Deposition: Pfeiffer PLS 500.
• Profile check: Dektak 3030 (Sloan/Veeco).
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A.2. Electron beam lithography
• Electron beam resist: PMMA 600k (ALLRESIST AR-P).
• Electron beam writer: Leica Vistec EBPG-5000 plus Lithography System.
• Developer: AR 600-55 (ALLRESIST GmbH).
• Megasonic device: 2 MHz transducer system (Sonosys).
A.3. Focused Ion Beam (FIB)
• Zeiss Auriga TM Crossbeam, dual beam system with Gemini electron column with
Schottky field emitter.
• Orsay Physics Cobra FIB ion column with variable acceleration voltage from 1 kV to
30 kV.
• Changeable ion source (Ga-source, AuSi and other ion sources).
A.4. Electrode Insulation
• PECVD: Oxford Plasma Technology.
• Reactive ion etching: Oxford RIE.
A.5. Chip encapsulation
• Flip machine: Fineplacer@ Lambda, FINETECH GmbH, Germany.
• Probe station: PM5 probe station, SUSS Microtec, Garching.
• External measuring circuits: 4200 Semiconductor Analyzer, Keithley Instruments;
Cleveland, OH, USA.
A.6. Electrochemical experiments
Electrochemical investigation on the macroelectrodes:
• Electrochemical cell: conventional macroscopic electrochemical cell with three-electrode
configuration (Fig. A.1).
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• Working electrode: gold single crystal or gold wire (1 mm diameter) with a melting
tip.
• Counter electrode: Gold or Platinum wire.
• The reference electrode: saturated calomel electrode.
• Potentiostat: Autolab potentiostat PGSTAT 302 (Eco Chemie B.V., Utrecht, NL)
with an additional module (BIPOT) which allows using a second working electrode,
forming a four-electrode configuration.
• Deposition solution: 0.01 mM Chloroauric acid (Aldrich, 99.999%) with 0.5 M Lithium
chloride (Aldrich).
• Faraday cage: home-made Faraday cage to shield the electrochemical cell from exter-
nal electromagnetic wave.
Figure A.1.: Conventional electrochemical cell with three-electrode configuration. The working
electrode can be either gold single crystal (right up) or gold wires with melting tip
(right down). The counter electrode is a platinum wire and the reference electrode
is a saturated calomel electrode.
Electrochemical investigation on the nanoelectrodes:
• Two nanoelectrodes fabricated by electron beam lithography used as working elec-
trodes.
• Flame annealed platinum wires acted as counter electrode.
• Reference electrode: Ag/AgCl micro Dri-Ref reference electrode (WPI, Inc.).
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• Potentiostat: Autolab potentiostat with Bipot module was used to control the working
electrode potentials independently.
• pH meter: SevenMulti S47 (Mettler-Toledo; Giessen, D)
• Milli-Q water: Millipore Co., 18.2 MΩ.
• Britton-Robinson buffer: 0.04 M H3BO3, 0.04 M H3PO4 and 0.04 M CH3COOH are
mixed and then titrated to the desired pH with 0.2 M NaOH.
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